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ABSTRACT
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Spoken and written languages are living processes.
As with our own natural systems, they are born,
evolve in stages, yet also face the eventuality of death.
Current research indicates that there are 7,111 spoken
languages in the world. UNESCO lists a total of 577
languages as critically endangered.1
This thesis examines the role of graphic design
and its potential contribution to the preservation of endangered languages and writing systems
of indigenous communities. My interest lies in
exploring possibilities of the script serving as a
vessel to share and celebrate deeper stories of each
of these communities’ heritage.
Through my practice, I experiment with new
media tools to explore: the linguistic frameworks
and visual arrangements of underrepresented
languages, to create narratives that can speculate
on how we can signify timelessness — bridging
past, present & future. I intend to support communities in their efforts to reclaim their histories
through cultural dialogue and collaboration to
create meaningful future identities. This thesis
details my collaborative process of revitalizing the
Sora Sompeng script in support of the Sora forest
tribe in Orissa, India.
EthnoGraphemes offers an initial methodology,
framework and reference guide for future work in
engaging graphic design towards socio-cultural
conservation, encouraging human diversity, while
celebrating cultural identity and pride among indigenous communities by looking into the future, while
honoring one’s past.

Ethics

Vocabulary

The revitalization of language raises many ethical issues
of appropriation when approached from an outsider’s
perspective. To the best of my effort, I have persevered
to pause, question and reflect on my design processes at
each step of this thesis journey. At its core, my practice
is about valuing and celebrating the diverse heritage of
my country.

For the purposes of clarity, I am establishing the terminologies used in this book as well as those commonly
used in this field. To begin with, languages and writing systems are separate things. Languages encompass
writing systems, however, not all languages have written
scripts. Some have proliferated across generations purely
through oral transmission. Writing systems refer to abjads, alphabet, syllabaries, pictographs, ideographs and
signal-based alternatives depending on the language and
culture. In this book precedence is given to examining
the revival of writing systems for its relation to type and
graphic design.
Terminologies commonly used in this research field
such as ‘endangered’, ‘lost’, ‘vanishing’ and ‘threatened’
can be questioned in regards to the perspective of—by
whom? To many speakers, these languages and scripts
are an active part of their lives, while they might remain
unheard and unseen by ‘dominant’ sections of society. It
is critical to recognize potentially problematic vocabulary and consider culturally empathetic alternatives such
as perhaps — under-represented or under-resourced. For
ease of comprehension, I have adopted the most commonly used term endangered as interchangeable with
under-resourced and under-represented, implying the
same, throughout this book.
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FIG Ⅰ

Confluence
Designing for language preservation
& reflections on a decolonial praxis

I grew up in India during the ’90s, a country
on the cusp of post-independent economic liberalization. There was a sense of national optimism and enthusiasm for all things Western
that defined this era as it opened its doors to a
free market economy. It’s cultural impact on my
generation resulted in a value system shaped by
both Indian and Western ideologies. Globalization introduced us to an adolescence that was an
eclectic mix of cricket and Coca Cola, Parle-G
and Pepsi.1
In 2007, I moved to England and then the
United States for my postgraduate education.
While I am Indian, my foundations as a designer
have been rooted in the ‘American art school’,
giving me a perhaps stronger Eurocentric worldview than my cultural origins might suggest. At
Parsons, I was introduced to the fundamentals
of type and an abbreviated graphic design history, from the origins of the Gutenberg Bible to
the grid systems of Josef Müller Brockmann to
the works of Bauhaus and Dada. This education
trained my eye to see rhythm, shape, color and
grid in order to artfully typeset Latin glyphs and
avoid ‘busy’ or ‘weak’ compositions.
In India, I spent innumerable hours inside
Chola temples common to South India, fostering a deep connection with the ancient Indian
epigraphy inscribed across their walls. Chola
temples are characteristically expansive outdoor
sites, lined with thousands of towering pillars
etched from ceiling to ground. Even today, I like
to trace my fingers along their cold stone surfaces as I walk, absorbing the tactility of these
ancient scripts steeped in over a thousand years
of cultural knowledge.
These texts, most commonly written in Brahmi and Tamil Brahmi2, follow what one might

consider largely differing guidelines of form,
spacing and grid than what is typically taught
at Western design schools. In her 2016 exhibit,
Scripting the Past for the Future, design educator
Dimple Bahl curates a range of these indigenous

The Chidambaram Temple
iconic to Chola
Architecture.

FIG Ⅱ

Ancient Indian grid systems
from Bahl’s Scripting the Past
or the Future.

grid systems—including the swastika, mandala,
kolam, havan kund and janampatri—to illustrate these differences, pointing to the structural
nature of their fluid and flexible beings in contrast with the rigid organization of the widely
used Swiss International style.3
In 2013, I co-founded BLŌK, my design practice. With cultural roots in Croatia and India,
my partner and I planned to design a bilingual identity for the studio. The wordmark
was typeset in the sans serif typeface Fugue,
and needed a companion font for it in Hindi.
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Globalization introduced us
to an adolescence that was an
eclectic mix of cricket & Coca
Cola, Parle-G & Pepsi
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After a long fruitless day of research, I discovered that there was a glaringly large disparity in
choice available for Devanagari typefaces—I was
able to find four in total. Wasn’t Hindi spoken
by the second largest population in the world?
A quick Wikipedia search confirmed to me that
it was the third most spoken language globally.
At that time, the Indian Type Foundry (ITF) had
newly set up and was the only foundry providing
regional Indian fonts. Over the course of this
decade, the development of Indian typefaces
expanded considerably through the consistent
efforts of foundries like ITF, November, Ek Type
and the introduction of Unicode. This condition
made me aware of an even larger issue of underrepresented scripts within India: many ancient
languages and writing systems will potentially
die out in the near future.

Without adequate representation of
indigenous typefaces, under represented
scripts face extinction. The revitaliza-

FIG Ⅲ

Brahmi pillar inscriptions
Chidambaram Temple

tion of endangered languages and writing systems holds value for not only the
graphic design community, as it addresses matters of diversity, but for a broader
interdisciplinary exchange as well.
How do I locate myself in this research and process? Does my outsider/insider status allow insight into the
in-between? Andres(2012) explains that
this positionality can be mapped by
identifying our many 'selves' that would
relate to one's research in terms of ethnicity, gender, educational qualification,
occupation and life experiences. Here,
my identity must not be considered as
binary but as fluid, not static but as one
that shifts and blurs according to the
nature of the interaction.4
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FIG Ⅳ

Ⅴ

Brihadeeshwar temple inscriptions provide a list
of 66 bronze idols, diamonds, emeralds and sapphires

There are currently close to 7000 languages
spoken in the world today. Over the past decade,
UNESCO’s Atlas of World Languages has documented around 3000 that are considered to be
endangered at varying degrees ranging from
vulnerable to extinct.5 This might not seem
of much consequence to a majority of English
speakers, but is a matter of deep sorrow for
many indigenous communities around the world.

Ⅳ

Writer Rebecca Roache (2017) narrates the
story of Boa Senior, the last speaker of the
Aka-Bo tribal language from the Andaman
and Nicobar Islands,
“After the death of her parents, Boa was
the last Bo speaker for 30 to 40 years.
She was often very lonely and had to
learn an Andamanese version of Hindi
in order to communicate with people...
Boa’s demise did not merely mark the
extinction of a language. It also marked
the loss of the culture of which she was
once part...”
Roache emphasizes that the lives of last speakers of dying languages can be ones of melancholy, dealing with the loneliness of their loss
of culture and loved ones.6 Along with the ethical and symbolic significance experienced by
a community, language loss also has scientific
implications to the world at large. When a language is lost, an entire knowledge system disappears. Lyle Campbell, director of the centre for
American Indian Languages notes, “the wisdom
of humanity is encoded in language.” 7
Studying indigenous languages helps us understand the diverse ways in which we think,
offering new ways of interpreting our world.
Every language or writing system offers its
own unique methodology of problem solving
and culturally-specific knowledge from medicine to ecological systems based on their native
understanding of the topography of the land.

FIG Ⅴ

4th century plate of
Grantham script I 		
scanned from Elements of
South Indian Paleography

FIG Ⅵ

The Sohgaura copper plate
inscription, the earliest
known of its kind, 3rd century BCE

FIG Ⅶ

Brahmi manuscript

FIG Ⅷ

Indus Valley writing
system: the first at
tempt at writing began
with numerical form

But what conditions prompt this loss of lanIn his collection of essays, Every Word is a Bird
We Teach to Sing, Daniel Tammet writes about guage? History suggests that it is mainly political,
Manx, an endangered Celtic language from the economic, and cultural. Many minority speakers
Isle of Mann:
prefer to educate their children in languages that
“Losing touch with the Manx meant
assure economic success. My own in-between
forfeiting its own peculiar treasure.
status as an Indian designer in the West prompts
Hundreds of years worth of accumume to examine these conditions of conversion
lated knowledge, each speaker’s birththrough settler colonial oppression.
right was jettisoned. The language had
Zimbabwean designer and educator Saki Manurtured health. A great grandmother,
fundikwa (2004) elaborates that colonialism in
knowing the Manx for this plant or that
Africa was proliferated by using language as
flower, the traditional names transformtheir most powerful weapon to divide and rule.
They manufactured a ‘new elite’ through a proing each into a potential remedy, might
cess Jean-Paul Sartre termed as ‘white washing’
cure generations of her family of wheezy
8
coughs, gammy legs, upset stomachs.”
by selecting promising youth and educating
Statistics emphasize the urgency of paying atten- them in the colonizers’ way. Through teachtion to indigenous writing systems and languag- ing the youth in strictly European languages,
es. Krausse (1992), widely cited across linguistic they tightened their hold over the next generjournals, warns that 90% of the world’s spoken ation of Africa.12
languages will be lost by the end of the 21st
To protect a language is to protect a living
9
century. The numbers indicate that European culture. There have been practical preservation
languages represents only 4% of the population efforts by linguistic organizations where the Inwith conversely 96% of the languages being spo- ternet has been a pivotal platform as a platform
ken by 4% of the world.10 This disparity relates for creating digital archives, catalogs and datato the glaring lack of diversity in type design bases that can be easily accessed from anywhere
as well. In a conference with founding mem- in the world. Finding new and engaging ways to
bers of the Decolonising Design Group, Schultz teach children is also a powerful way in keeping
et al (2018) assert that graphic design has been language and writing systems alive.
canonized by a predominantly male group from
five Western countries that represent just 12%
My intention is not to fully restore
11
of our population.
scripts to their original status, but to
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celebrate, commemorate, and elevate
through new ways of looking at things
that live among our worlds unseen.

Simons and Lewis (2013) acknowledge language endangerment is an increasingly urgent
issue for our times. Linguists, anthropologists,
academics and minority speakers have put in
considerable revival efforts to address the erasure of languages.13 That said, the values and
intents of academic and research groups often
conflict with those of marginalised speakers. 14
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Can graphic design be a tool to
bridge these gaps? How can we further
such efforts to examine culture at a deeper level? Graphic design, linguistics, ethnography and indigenous communities
could converge in a new space, a decolonial confluence—one that is yet to be
charted. Together they carry a promising
space for a generative terrain of meaningful transdisciplinary synergies.
In his book Designing for the Pluriverse,
Columbian-American anthropologist Arturo
Escobar (2018) echoes this praxis, invoking a
design call-to-arms of sorts, presenting radical
approaches to design for a world that contains
many worlds. He explains, “social innovation
can happen when people, expertise and material
come into contact in a new way that is able to
create new meanings and unprecedented opportunities.” 15 Schultz et al(2018) agree; prescriptive
design, as an act, is an “articulation of power”
ascribing one’s personal choices on to a passive
audience.

To protect a language is to
protect a living culture
They further state that “design normalizes these
prescriptions and the work of design when
practiced with a supposedly socially conscious
mindset eventually follows the “guidelines of the
oppressor.” This mindset teaches designers to
assume the world as a well defined set of prob-
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lems to be solved. In doing so, one assumes the
position of center, trying at best to collaborate
with and at worst to assimilate them.

In this thesis I present typographic explorations, experiments with new
media tools, and collaborative offerings
where I am interested in looking at people's value and worth not just from an anthropological purview but through the
communities own perspective, reflecting
their everyday realities.
While working with the Sora community
I began collating a lexicography together with
the community elders to develop a preliminary
dictionary for their script Sora Sompeng. The
book-making process had me question the nature of the dictionary itself as a medium for
preservation: Is this a colonizing gesture? Wasn’t
this an object that was born from British libraries—one that was historically used by colonizers
to understand the colonized? How can we push
back on the way they are distributed?
Bradley et al (2001) observe that traditionally dictionaries for endangered languages have
been made for observation in future linguistic
studies. This process is problematic in its exclusionary nature since there has often been a lack
of literacy among speakers of minority languages. Through a series of interviews, they classified a range of formats that could be empathetic
to the needs of the speaker in varying degrees:
[i] documentation dictionary: historical records
that are interpretable without the presence of
native speakers. [ii] maintenance dictionaries:

maintained by the speakers and descendants,
that will evolve through time depending on what
use they make of it.16

perhaps facing the same fate as of ‘sustainability’
or ‘curate’.

My intent through this thesis is not to
undo, reject or perpetuate my embedded
Western values. Instead, this research &
practice aims to absorb new approaches
of thinking and enter this matrix that
can challenge dominant codes.

In a 2019 essay for Walker Art magazine, art
historian and curator Amber-Dawn Bear Robe
prefers to “indigenize” rather than decolonize
and insists that previous imperial actions cannot
be undone.17

I am interested in understanding my
How can these collaborative explorations reflect own relationship to this term, what it
functional as well as conceptual objects? Esco- means to decolonize my mind... to take a
bar (2018) speaks about traversing between two
design dimensions [i] problem solving and sense step back holistically... to question where
making and [ii] diffuse and expertise design. He I fit in as a designer and a human through
explains that ‘diffuse design’ refers to the fact the process of experiencing these culthat everybody can inherently design. It’s within tures. My journey to the forests of the
this matrix that shifts, blurs and overlaps occur, Sora tribe was an excercise in this praxis
which spur new design cultures that can be critical of our times, constructive towards cultural of decolonial theory, reorienting myself
within my many selves.
change, and poetic for our spiritual beings.

I question if what we’re doing is
challenging or reinforcing past colonial
In his book Afrikan Alphabets, Mafundik- practices? Do these variations in termiwa (2004) describes his journey in decolonizing
himself from mental slavery, echoing Bob Mar- nologies only bring us back to the origley’s iconic words. He reiterates the importance inal issue of dermarcating an us versus
of immersing himself in the villages and cities them? Could see ourselves in the now
storied by Afrikan writing systems and rejecting and future as porous bodies of culture...
the ‘native elite’ tendency to research exclusively creating work that is reflective of our
through libraries in America.
The term ‘decolonizing’ in itself has become own lived experiences while exploring
somewhat of a buzzword among design circles new forms to percieve, make and share?
over the recent years. Schultz et al are critical of
it falling into the trap of being another trendy
design descriptor, negating all of its urgency and
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Notes underscoring
theory, precendents
& reflections that
shaped this thesis
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Active Preservation
According to cultural anthropologist Genese Sodikoff (2012),
preservation efforts within the fields of linguistics and anthropology often adopt a static approach,which is the equivalent of “archiving a community’s culture in a bottle.” We
might, however, imagine languages as living processes that
mutate and evolve with time — as vessels that percolate with
intricate cosmologies. In The Anthropology of Extinction:
Essays on Culture and Species Death, Sodikoff reconsiders
extinction events for culture and language as not necessarily degenerative to communities. She argues that when we
refrain from approaching preservation efforts with the tendency to produce “frozen arks,” these events often catalyze
creativity, cultural evolution, technological advancement,
and perhaps new ways of thinking about temporality. Sodikoff then poses this question to address this process:
“How have extinction events compelled social groups
to conceptualize their place in the world and role in those
events?” 1 In alignment with Sodikoff’s inquiry, I am
compelled to reexamine my role as a graphic designer within the context of active cultural preservation.
Graphic designers often operate in a complicated space,
wherein they both have access to the latest creative tools
while acting prescriptively.

We might pursue a collaborative approach
that acknowledges our privilege, democratizes our resources, and elevates overlooked
voices that commonly live on the margins of
technology to address this gap. While outsiders, this role is non-static in co-imagining
cultural evolution.
Decolonizing Tools
The selective distribution of technology, enabling the perpetuation of hegemonic practices, has been increasingly
questioned within artistic circles. Visual artist and decolonial activist Tabita Rezair’s work particularly resonates here.
Through her creative agency NTU, she excavates and elevates

2
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2
openly available for anyone to download for 3D printing. 2

ancient African philosophical systems and explores their
potential influence on the future of technology. This dualistic inquiry, synthesizing science with spirituality, informs
much of her work, which focuses on questioning the role of
technology while emancipating marginalized identities. 2

Through this thesis process, I experiment
with new media tools to explore: the linguistic frameworks and visual arrangements of
underrepresented languages, to reveal their
qualities and structure, and give them new
life. Through open, sustainable technologies,
graphic designers can provide opportunities
for activation and expression within communities, challenging the hegemonic gaze on
‘primitive’ cultures. Personally, it is about
legitimizing & valuing the rich diversity
of the country in which I was born.
Speculative Objects

Kerim Dundar’s Yakaza

In Speculative Everything (2013), Dunne and Raby
propose that design is not just to create for the present
but to speculate on ideas for alternate worlds. They
make the distinction that this ‘speculation’ is not
equivalent to forecasting or extrapolating but offering
exercises in creative ideation that repeatedly pose the
question: “what if.” They theorize that this methodology, when consistently applied to “everything,” can
generate favorable futures.3
How can we consider speculating as a tool to carefully understand the complexities of culture, to preserve, revitalize, and reclaim their identities? Artists like
Morehshin Allahyari and Metahaven alongside projects
like Kerim Dundar’s Yakaza and Abira Hussein’s Nomad
situate speculative thinking in a socio-cultural framework.
In Allahyari’s acclaimed work Material Speculation (2015),
she uses digital fabrication and 3D printing in reconstructing 12 artifacts that were destroyed by ISIS in the Mosul
Museum in Iraq. The 3D printing .obj files were made

Through her work, she “inspects Petro Political & poetic
relationships between 3D Printing, Plastic, Oil, Technocapitalism, and Jihad”.4

Morehshin Allahyari’s Material Speculation

In my work, I use 3D modeling,
computation, augmented reality, &
the risograph machine to create narratives that can speculate on how we
can signify timelessness — bridging
past, present & future. I intend to support communities in their efforts to
reclaim their histories through cultural dialogue and collaboration to create
meaningful future identities.
Summer of Marvel, Black Panther
Last summer, I engaged in a marathon viewing of the entire
Marvel film series with my brother—22 films in 15 days.5
This ritual of initiation included me in a universe he much
cherished. Our viewing spree was an introduction to the
wonderful world of ‘Wakanda Forever.’ Watching Black
Panther was the cinematic manifestation of so much that
has informed and inspired me as a designer—all at once, projected on 70 mm. Poised between the past and distant future,
the film is a visceral experience that artfully weaves across
architecture, fashion, technology, and typography.
The writing system, BEYNO, which draws influences
from Tifinagh (North Africa), as well as glyphs from Bamun
(Cameroon), N’ko (Guinea) and Vai (Liberia) was used in the
closing credits. Watching it roll before me, I was captivated
until the very last frame. Type designer Neil Jamra comments on the “techy” feel of the type used, observing that:
“This is something we see all the time with the Latin script
in sci-fi movies. By stripping the humanity out of the forms
and using only uppercase it looks technical to us. It all has
to do with the medium it is rendered in. When rendered
very crisply on screen, it looks futuristic, and when created by hand on paper or stone, it looks ancient.” 6 Mawena
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ethno-praeterism. Cosmofuturism is where “progress erases 2
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Abira Hussein and Mnemoscene’s
Nomad Project, VR experience

Yehouessi underlines the significance of this film eloquently.
“The relationship to temporality is very important....Although Afrofuturism is thought about
as a mode of projection, it is in fact much more
ambiguous: it is constantly going back and forth
between past, present and future. It is about importing elements from the past into elements
from the future, and about thinking the present
from the future. It is an archaeology of the future as well as past prospective.” 7
“Leaning on the past, working for the future”
In the journal article, Ethnofuturism: Leaning on the past,
working for the future,8 Anders Kreuger traces the foundations of ethnofuturism which began in the Finno-Ugrian
region of Russia. He highlights a series of manifestos and
ideological agendas of several ethno-futurist subgroups
from this region across the decades. Estonian scholars in
the early 1990s considered ethnofuturism to be a suitable
methodology for minority communities to “productively
reconcile cultural identity with societal progress.” Scholar
ReinTaagepera theorizes about an ‘ethnofuturist triangle’
which introduces two terminologies: cosmofuturism and

Morehshin Allahyari’s The 3D Additivist

ethnic tradition, and this is a good thing” and ethno-praeterism where “the ‘ethnic’ past is ‘pure,’ and its replacement
through new and alien phenomena is a bad thing.” 8
Another group of artists borrowed the phrase ‘leaning on the
past, working for the future’ from
Mexican artist Rufino Tamayo as
their personal and public manifesto.
They use the analogy “a bird with
two wings,” referring to the paradoxical nature of their belief and
practice. While their manifesto talks
about the “reinterpretation of rural
traditions for alternative futures,”
their headquarters are based in a
largely populated and highly industrialized Russian city. They deconstruct the etymology identifying
‘ethno’ as their cultural, indigenous identity and ‘futurism’
as an effort to come to “find a place and come to terms with
a post-modern contemporary world.” The article offers a
critical perspective on this movement to a specific region,
considering certain facets of its ideology being outdated to
the evolving socio-political climate in the region today. 8
The ethos of ethnofuturism, however, expounded in this
article is very much relevant to the works of many artists
and designers today seeking to transcend, transform, and
blur boundaries.
“Nothing is lost, nothing is created,
everything is transformed”
The doctoral research paper Cultural Hybridity and Modern Binaries: Overcoming the Opposition Between Identity
and Otherness? examines a series of arguments on cultural
hybridity among prominent sociologists, critical theorists,
and anthropologists. Pascal-Yan Sayegh establishes a general
context through Ulrich Beck’s hypothesis, where he sees us
living in times of ‘reflexive modernity.’ He explains, “Hybridity, as it is understood in postcolonial theory, is perceived as
having the potential to go beyond the sort of modern binaries
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from which contemporary social imaginaries have to find a
way out.” Beck furthers this by arguing that in contemporary
society “we” (the Self) can no longer imagine “ourselves” in
such a binary opposition: the Other is among “us,” and even
more, “we” are the Other.” citation Sayegh acknowledges that
while this is not a novel perception, this understanding
is getting progressively further actualized in contemporary postcolonial society. He highlights transformational notions of cultural evolution through terminologies
such as ‘fluid or liquid identities’ used in academic circles
in the past few decades. The paper concludes with the
words of Greek philosopher Anaxagoras—“Nothing is
lost, nothing is created, everything is transformed.” citationThe idea of ‘spectrality’ can be contemplated here,
examining graphic design in the space of socio-cultural conservation, questioning tropes such as ‘modernity’
and ‘tradition’ not as binary opposites but co-existing
within a spectrum.
Evolving Handicrafts

Textile print, Slavs & Tartar, Exhibition
‘Friendship of Nations: Polish Shi’ite Showbiz’

India has a dense and diverse heritage in traditional
handicrafts within each state, village, and tribe boasting
unique artisanal skills. With the rise in mass production, these skill sets have unfortunately lost their value
and standing in society. Mukti Khaire, professor at Cornell
University, observes that “the Indian textile crafts industry
hasn't been able to reap the value of the inherent beauty of
these intricate patterns, even as brands and designers outside
the country, such as US-based Lisa Fine and John Robshaw,
have done so with great success, charging a premium for
their products.” 10
Efforts to renew, revive, and reimagine this practice are
nascent but promising. Last year, Architectural Digest showcased a handful of product designers who not only "celebrate
crafts but are also commercially viable."citation Through
their interdisciplinary studio Anantya, Ayush, and Geetanjali Kasliwal make objects for textile, furniture, lighting,
and homeware that “redefine existing local craft traditions
and artisan communities by providing design, technology, capital, and creative collaboration.” Sandeep Sangaru's
work is a critical inquiry based on his observation that

2
“Craft is bracketed as ethnic and decorative. Craftsmen and 2

artisans are looked upon as skilled workers, not creative
ones.” While working with local craftsmen using materials
like bamboo from Tripura or walnut in Kashmir, he makes
technology interventions to broaden their scope, utility
and sustainability.11
Collaborative Workshops

The Oax-i-fornia workshop has been a critical study in my
research to examine experimental methodologies that can
foster a collaborative confluence bringing together researchers, designers, and local artisans. The manifesto on their
website states,
“the Oax-i-fornia workshop brings artists and designers into experimental collaborations with
artisans in the state of Oaxaca, benefiting local
communities...to ultimately challenge our preconceived notions of otherness and difference
in the process.” 12

The potential to expand this collaborative
landscape is vast. In what ways can we integrate new tools to reclaim, celebrate, and value traditional craftsmen skills? How can we
create models that, in the future, can be furthered by the community themselves for their
own entrepreneurial efforts?
Transmodality

Language is not just seen but is alive in a
sense. It should be seen, felt, and experienced.
As designers, form is a function where we can
observe language as emotional and exuberant.
Much of my work at RISD has involved experiments in studying the holistic, multi-sensory
reality of language. Through these projects,
I explore spatial, color, sonic, and tactile di-
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mensions, looking at language and writing
systems as material.
Designer, author, and educator Sarah Hyndman sees language through a “typographic sensorium” where one can
experience the impact of type on mood and other senses. In
her 2019 installation for Adobe Fonts, Type Tasting, audiences were immersed in the moods of typefaces by putting
on headphones and scents from a jar, textures, and tasters.13
Through her collaborative research with the University of
Oxford, she makes crossmodal inquiries into how one can
have a multisensory experience of typefaces. She explains,
“crossmodal literally means that when you experience something with one of your senses, it affects one or more of your
other senses. In fact, your brain just takes in all of the sensory information and mixes it up together, so of course, the
senses overlap.” 14

We might consider not only a crossmodal
approach but also a transmodal one... that can
traverse across dimensions between the sensory and the temporal.
Metallurgy of Language?

I often enjoy considering type from the perspective of metallurgy, studying its physical
and chemical qualities. One might think that
they exist in their initial state as ores, which
then intersect with others compound to form
new alloys. Like metal, language is fluid, morphing through form, color, texture, returning
to its original matter...
“You never step into the same river twice” 15

2
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Quote from Heraclitis, Greek
philosopher, known for his
doctrine of change being central
to the universe. I first heard

Hammett Nurosi use this in conversation. I thought they were his
words, and noted it immediately
because I loved it so much. Leora
Maltz-Leca used the phrase again
two days later during a seminar
we had, and I realised it was a
famous quote. It came up again
the tird time in two weeks while
reading Prem Krishnamurthy’s P!DF.
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Tim Brookes is a commentator/essayist
for National Public Radio since 1989,
and has been featured widely in publications such as the New York Times
Magazine, the Atlantic Monthly,
Harper’s and National Geographic.
He is the founder of the Endangered
Alphabets Project, a non profit organization addressing the issue of global
cultural endangerment by archiving
endangered languages and writing
systems from around the world through
an online atlas, educational materials
as well as carving artwork in nearly-extinct writing systems.1
I first got in touch with Tim in
2018 when I began my thesis research
on endangered languages. He shared
resources and guidance on organizations to consider that could help further
my research and practice in this field.
In spring 2020 we caught up again, this
time during COVID-19 quarantine over
Zoom2, to discuss the urgency, need
and nuances of cultural revival of both
languages and scripts as well as takeaways from my visit to the Sora tribe
earlier this year.
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TB:

Hi Tim, good to speak with you
VM:
again. Hope you’re adjusting to this
pandemic smoothly. Lets start with
some basic questions that could perhaps give readers a preface to the
work done in this field of endangered languages. Can you talk a bit
about the awareness of languages
endangered and how the value of
this field has grown over the years?
I’m here in Burlington, Vermont, self isolating like just about everybody right now. The
field of endangered languages is by now fairly well established and, in fact is developed
to the point where, 10 to 15 years ago people
talked about language endangerment with
the attitude that the job of the scholar was
to study it rather than to get involved. And
so, there was a tone of, mourning and also
of loss and regret. That has actually changed
with degree programs and college courses in
language revitalization, so the role of the investigator has has also changed and has now
become a more activist discipline, which I
think is a very, very important difference.
With endangered writing systems it is very
much a different situation in that there is no
academic discipline that studies script loss.
In so far as there is anybody who is doing it,
it’s me and because I don’t have any training
as a linguist or an anthropologist, I’m sort

endangerment which have been set up by the
Ethnologue, catalog organization and they
have criteria for these different. So, I’m really,
just muddling my way through. And for me,
the principle issues for writing systems are,
first of all, is it an official script? As you know,
Sora Sompeng for instance doesn’t have official status within India or I believe within its
state either and that overlaps with, does that
mean any official communications are written or published in that script? COVID-19 is a
great illustration of why that’s important because if you’ve got crucial information that
will save people’s lives, but, it’s written in a
writing system that people don’t understand
or don’t understand particularly well, then
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of making it up as I go along. Likewise, although in the field of endangered languages,
there are actually categories or degrees of

I would say is that while I am grateful to
all the endangered language people for the
research they’ve done, one of the challenges is that much of the census information
on which those numbers are based is either

TB:

there is a huge gap in terms of the official
responsibility to that minority. Interestingly what you find is that you actually have
higher rates of mortality and morbidity in
linguistic minority communities partly for
that very reason. So the first question then is,
‘does it have official status.’ Another question
would be, ‘is anybody teaching it?’ So if the
writing system has an official status, then
typically it may well also be taught in conventional education. But sometimes it will
only be taught for a year. Which implies you
know, ‘this is a chance for you to get a sense of
what your cultural tradition is, but we’re not
actually going to teach that script as a fully
functioning script that you use throughout
your education.’
What are the key criteria that a language needs to satisfy for it to fall
VM:
into this endangered list?
I wouldn’t be able quote them to you exactly but they are listed on Ethnologue. What

TB:

really out of date. I mean, I’ve seen census
information that is actually 30 years out of
date that’s being quoted. The second thing is
that this is a situation that is changing so rapidly that information that is only 10 years old
may already be too late. So in other words,
if you have a speaker population, because in
endangered language it’s typically you have
an elderly speaker population, if you’re in an
area where life expectancy is only let’s say
40 or 50 years, which in minority communities is often the case, then all of the elders
who speak the language could die within 10
years. So unfortunately this very organized
and official criteria that are used, are a little
misleading in that, they may already be historical and the situation may well be moving
too rapidly for those criteria to be relevant.
What in your view is the differences
in impact of losing a language verVM:
sus losing a writing system?
Yes. It takes way longer to learn a language
than it does to learn a writing system. And
as such, language endangerment is, probably
more serious and urgent than script endangerment — I know people who say infact
“scripts don’t die they only sleep” because
you could bring them back in. Whereas if
nobody is speaking the language at all, then
all of that linguistic infrastructure, all of the
rules if you like, of language, may well be
lost. When a script falls out of use; or I guess
I would have to say when a script is forced
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out of use because nobody ever abandons a
language or a script by choice; it’s always the
kind of pressure where people it’s more convenient to use a more universal or regional
script since that’s where the money is. So it’s
never a choice. But yes, when a script is sort
of forced out of use, then what that means
is that the entire cultural written record is
lost within a generation or two.
Right, very true. I’m curious to
know your opinion on this: Sora is
VM:
quite an actively spoken language
within the community but Sora
Sompeng is facing endangerment
as a script. On my trip to the village, I found that written translations were a challenge as a lot of
the people in the tribe were illiterate, such that the majority of them
spoke the language but didn’t read
the script. Only a handful of elderly
people who wrote in the Sompeng
script. I’m interested to know your,
opinion on the value of preserving
the script, because the tradition and
the culture of Sora still continues
to live on.
Yes. This is a credit to you because you
worked hard to make this happen—you have
been in a position where you can see the role
of writing in a way that most people will
never see it and will never grasp just what
it means and how deep it is. So for example, because in, let’s say the United States
of America, virtually everybody is educated and can read and write, we take writing
very much for granted. And because we use
it for pretty much everything, it means that
it takes on a kind of, a quotidian or mundane
quality. You want to make a grocery list, you
just jot down the grocery list, right? And so,
what we failed to ask ourselves is, what is
the importance of writing beyond simply a
device for recording speech? This is perhaps
less true right now, but certainly when I was
starting the Alphabets project, the number
of linguistics who’s attitude towards writing
was this: writing is an artificial convention
whose function is to record speech and therefore it is secondary. The important thing to
them is the oral exchange and to a point
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that’s true, but you as a graphic designer
straight away know that there is a degree to
it , that’s not true. So when you start designing a Latin font or non-Latin font, already
what you are starting to take into account
is the artistic and cultural elements that are
embodied in the written script. So let me
give you a couple of examples. The Latin alphabet that we use, especially the capitals, is
based on Latin and to a lesser extent Greek
monuments. That’s not the way the Romans
wrote in every day fashion, they had a much
more vernacular form of hand. So what we
see is actually from the monuments to emperors by definition.
That’s quite interesting—Latin
VM:
uppercase letters noticeably have
an architectural feel to them versus, the lower case set, whose
shapes feel softer and more organic to the natural gestures of
hand writing. There’s definitely a
big gap formally between the upper case and the lower case structures of Latin letters that is not
seen in, for instance, many South
Asian scripts.
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Yes, so not only are the uppercase letters architectural—great word by the way—but they
also rely on Euclidean geometrical forms,
which are ideal forms and involve, symmetry, parallelism, right angles and circularity,
which are not in fact things that we could
do without tools. The fact is, it is deliberately beyond what we can do in an everyday
fashion in order to enhance the status of the
person to hone this thing as a monument.

What you see embodied in these letters are
cultural values. They’re values of permanence and stability. There are many scripts
in the world that don’t embody those values
at all. And so consequently, the connection
that people feel to their own writing system
is actually an organic connection to not only
their own cultural history, they can see stuff
that their ancestors wrote, in this script. But
even to things like their history of technology, for example with palm leaf manuscripts,
you have to write in a rounded script, otherwise you’ll damage the palm leaf, right?
When that script moves to a culture which
is in sizing in bamboo, then you get straight
lines that are etched with the point of a knife
or a sharp implement, because, if you’re using a hard round piece of bamboo, that’s all
you can do. So you actually get embodied in
this in these writing systems, not only the
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culture and the aesthetic sense, but even the
vegetation and the climate that affects the
choice of tools. What this means then is that
the connection that people feel to their own
writing systems is extraordinarily deep. And
in the case of Sora Sompeng even more so because it’s part of their cultural relationship to
their spirituality, and their cosmology. It’s a
fascinating script because each letter is connected to spirits around them. And what this
means—and this is something that we who
are used to a Latin alphabet don’t get at all—
is that when you write, you are communicating with the spirit world. Everything you
do crosses that bridge between the material
and the immaterial. And there are various
cultures in West Africa for example, who see
this very clearly. You know, when you write
a letter on the doorpost of your house, that’s
a way of saying to the spirit world, please
protect this house from the evil spirit.

To add to that, during my visit,
VM:
one of the things that I was also
really interested in learning more
about was their illustrative art form
Idital, which loosely translates to,
“that what is drawn on the wall”.
The deceptively simple name of
this art form is fascinating. For the
Soras this isn’t decorative art but a
metaphysical language system that
connects them with their ancestors,
and is what they believe is a bridge
between their past, present and
future. I was speaking to one of
the last practicing shamans of the
tribe and she was explaining what
each element of these hand-drawn
dense illustrative forms signify to
their family. I believe it’s similar to
what you’re referring to with African tribes as well, where each house
has its own unique wall illustration
that is a visual representation of
their life’s journey.
[holding up a wood carving ] So this is a part
of the Adinkra symbol system from Ghana.
Each of these symbols, are graphically really
powerful and seductive. They’re used largely
for printing on fabric, but they’re definitely not just ‘decorative.’ They are actually, a
combination of identifiers originally used by
chiefs for ceremonial occasions. To reiterate
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again, you’ve had this remarkable opportunity to see writing in it’s many shades of value. I’ll show you another example right now.
[holding up a piece of fabric] So this is the
Amazigh flag of the Amazigh people from
North Africa. During the sixties, when there
was a kind of a revival nationalist movement
the people running that movement, designed

a flag, they put a letter in the middle of it. So
this is the letter Yaz from the Amazigh or
Tifinagh alphabet, and it’s a symbol of who
they are and who they have been, that they
put it on a flag. And interestingly enough,
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the Amazigh women kept their script alive
all the time while they were under Arab rule
by including it in jewelry and tattoos. And so
in a way it’s underground, but it’s saved even
though other people wouldn’t have known
that that’s what they were doing.
These pieces are really beautiful
VM:
thank you for sharing them. So,
what does the community lose
when a language is lost?
Let’s talk a bit of the indigenous people of
the area where I live in Vermont, Northwestern, New Hampshire, parts of upstate New
York, and also across the border into Canada. The indigenous people of that area are
the Abenaki. The Abenaki suffered a series
of oppressions and misfortunes throughout
their history. One of which was that, in the
1920s and 1930s, during the era of the birth
of genetics, one of the people who was at
the forefront of genetics was actually connected with the university of Vermont and
was a proponent of the eugenics movement.
For those who may not know this, eugenics
is about selectively breeding to improve the
stock, which of course people have been doing with animals and with plants, you know,
for centuries. But in terms of humans, what
it really meant was, weeding out or exterminating those that were felt to be holding
the progress of civilization back. The two
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categories that they were looking at were
people who were feeble-minded or people
or families that were criminal. In the state
of Vermont, a census was taken to identify
families where there was a history of feeble-mindedness, which of course is shown if
you don’t speak English very well, or history of criminality, which of course is shown
if you have a people who are perennially
abused or marginalized. Approximately
3000 Abenaki women were forcibly sterilized, as a way of eugenically ‘improving
the stock’. When the Abenaki heard that
this was going on, they disappeared. One
of the ways they disappeared was by making
sure that nobody ever heard them speaking
Abenaki. There’s a chief that I was speaking
to last year who said that his grandmother,
to this day, will deny she is Abenaki. The
language is now one of the most endangered
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languages in North America. The Abenaki, not only lost their language as part of a
bigger movement of trying to erase themselves, but also knew that even to claim access to their language would identify them
as troublemakers if they claimed hunting
rights or that this was a burial ground, so
people couldn’t build on it. That was their
‘being troublemakers’. The loss of a language
means that.
These stories are horrifying yet
sadly these models of systemic opVM:
pression repeat themselves in other communities in different parts
of the world. I wanted to talk to
you about the act of bringing people together for the cause... on
these groups of people who are approaching this same space in dif-
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ferent ways, based on their skill-set
and professions. I’m interested to
talk to you about what I consider a
‘confluence’ of sorts, between linguists, designers, technologists and
anthropologists. When we think
about endangered languages, the
stereotypical notions are of something from the past and something
outdated. Lets talk about technology and the critical role it could play
in the revitalization of under-resourced languages?
Everything changed in the world with the
digital revolution. In terms of both languages and scripts, it means that much of
the teaching that could not have been done
before is now being done online. If for example, I am Amazigh but I live in Buffalo, New
York, then I can be part of a global diaspora and I can learn or relearn, my language
from this organization that was set up by
the King of Morocco to teach language and
script. Secondly, the confluence that you’re
talking about partly started taking place
with a confluence of not only linguists, coders and graphic designers but also historians
and archivists. Again, India is a fantastic example of this, where there is this incredible
trove of documents. But, the pre-digital way
would be if you wanted to study them, you
had to sit there, with a fan revolving over
your head and you’re sweating and someone’s bringing them out to you.
To a certain extent that’s still the
case. There are troves of knowledge
VM:
inside special libraries that are affiliated with ancient temples in India
that haven’t kept up with the digital
revolution.
What has been happening since the digital
revolution is, the sense that if you have a
scholar who is say Saurashtrian and is at the
university of Leiden which has got this great
languages tradition, then wouldn’t it help if
you could have these documents, available?
And so, you know, okay, so you can photocopy them, right? But then supposing that
scholar wants to write a paper about that
Saurashtrian document, they can’t enter any
of it into the paper except by bad photocop-
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ies of photocopies. And so what you have
is the development of the Unicode standard
and the Script Coding Initiative. And a lot of
that was actually, scholar driven so that this
kind of collectivization of study materials
and discussion of it could take place. But in
order to do that, then you need people like
Jason Glavy and Michael Everson who were
the first wave of typographers who, collaborated with people in these various cultures to
try and understand their language. So they
had to be linguists and then design a typeface. They had to be graphic designers and
typographers and then digitize it. When I
talk to them, I feel so primitive because I’m
just picking up a tool and going into a piece
of wood and they have all of that confluence
of skills that you were talking about.
Are there things that we can do, to
improve the dialogue between, say
VM:
a designer, coder and linguist working with a community?
I have to say most of this has been happening in a really ad hoc fashion. So the very
fact that you recognize this confluence is
because you’ve seen it happening with individual people. So there’s Ben Mitchell for
example, who I believe used to teach at University of Reading. His specialty is South-

east Asian typefaces. So he goes there and
he wanders around and takes photographs.
But the discussions that he has with people
online are, linguist, designer coding discussions, but probably not because he learned
those things as a discipline. But because in
order to do what he wants to do, he had to
pick those things up. The world of academia
is notoriously divided into silos. I see this all
the time when I go to universities and I say
‘endangered alphabets’, they kind of go ‘Is
this something that the linguistics department
would be interested in or the graphic design
department or the people who are teaching typography or the coding people?’ And I kind of
go, ‘yeah, all of them’. It doesn’t work because
unless there’s somebody like a Dean who is
saying, ‘Hey guys, all of you need to come in
here and see this’. Everybody is stuck in their
own particular field. So the very fact that
you’re doing the project, is that at RISD, you
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can take academic courses while you’re doing
graphic design, or take an industrial design
course or a textile design course simultaneously. If I had my way, everybody would go
to RISD because you do a more open and panoramic view, because in order to get something done in this field, you have to have
it. A design school by definition turns out
designers. A university by definition turns
out graduates. One is already thinking much
more in terms of how do I do what I want to
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do, rather than somebody who’s been trained
in research and thinking.
Yea, this makes me think about
working with the translations
VM:
during these research field trips.
While I was conducting interviews in the Sora village, where you
would get, you know, a 500 word
response from the speaker, but then
receive two sentences translated,
which was basically paraphrasing.
So there’s a lot of these technical
issues, which one group of people
may feel is perhaps insignificant to
record or detail, but maybe really
critical through the eyes of another,
say a type designer. So I’m going to
ask you a last question. How do we
get children engaged in their languages that are endangered?
Games. I think it’s got to be games that are
interactive. It’ll be storytelling and there’ll
be games. And, actually right before you and
I started talking, I was part of the PhD thesis defense of my friend Maung who’s been
working in the Chittagong Hill tracts of
Bangladesh. He and I co-published children’s
books of community stories that had been
told to kids. He told this great story where
when they first brought one of these books
into the classroom, one of the kids—maybe
fourth grade—after a little while just ran out.
Everyone was like, ‘where did she go’? No one
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knew, but 15 minutes later she came back and
when they asked her where she went she said,
‘I ran to tell my grandma, because she was in
that story’. Which may or may not have been
true. I mean, it may have been that they had
captured a grandmother character. But yes,
it’s got to feel like them. For the older kids
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they’ve got to believe there’s a future to it.
Because if it’s ‘I’m going to do this now, but
then if I’m going to graduate and get a job
and I need to speak English or Hindi’—for
the kids, it’s got to be this fun thing right
now. It has to be ‘this is part of my play...
this is part of my friends... this is part of
everything that I do.’
Thank you so much for taking the
VM:
time to do this. I’ll make sure to
send you the edited version in my
book soon.
Yea, I can’t wait. I also have a few more questions for you on your trip, I will be in touch
via email.
Yes, please do, that sounds good,
VM:
we’ll be in touch.
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Atlas
Printed publication
Perfect bound, 8.5 × 11 in.

Atlas is a collaborative publication by the MFA GD cohort ‘20. This book is premised on asking questions
of ‘who we are/where we are’ through the lens of
self introspection. The content for the spreads was
generated by performing a series of 12 tasks inspired
by the Twelve Labors of Hercules, over a period of
a week in Providence. For this project I was inspired
by the theory of synchronicity in relation to the self.
Reconsidering the hand as an ‘atlas’ for one’s self,
I undertook a series of typographic experiments using the scanner and projector.
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First week in Providence, an exercise in orientting the self, I walked
around exploring the city at night with a portable projector. The Tamil
numerals mark the geo-coordinates of each location in my mother tongue.
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‘Dont eat bread’: Projections onto my body in Devanagari
script. Typeface used: Koyla Devanagari from ITF
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PROJECT

Chromascript
Website, www.risdchromascript.com

While viewing the special collections at the Providence Public Library,
I came across the 16th century book on the Grammar of Ornaments
by Owen Jones. I was immediately drawn to the vivid and complex
color systems for pattern making used in each cultural period. This
was a springboard for my researching on Synesthesia. In this project,
I explore creating a language system that takes borrows its structure
from color theory.
ChromaScript is a conceptual, ornamental typeface that explores the
neurological phenomenon of Grapheme-Color Synesthesia. Transcending the traditional model of a typeface, it utilises the synesthetic
framework of associating letters and glyphs with specific colors and
shapes, thereby allowing for a system that is generative examining
the intersection of color, form & syntax structures. Grapheme-color synesthesia is a condition characterized by enduring and consistent associations between letters/glyphs and colors. For people with
synesthesia, letters have fixed enduring conscious color associations.
ChromaScript questions what defines a language and a typeface, that
is, to provide a coherent platform for communication—flipping it, to
create an atmospheric language through color, layer and form.

Process of creating the system
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Process of making the glyph system,
from the original ornaments to new forms

Early sketches, screenshots of the animated glyph set
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Text and punctuation marks can be typed into the text box to generate ChromasScript
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Vowels , lower case

Primary consonants, lower case
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PROJECT

Sonic typeface
Website, www.ethnographemes.com

What would a meditational typeface sound and feel
like? In this project I examine parameters of type
and sound relates to each other atmospherically and
formally. How could frequency and amplitude influence form, scale and hue? This project researches Cymatics, the study of sound vibrations made
visible. Drawing from its principles I curated a set
of frequencies generated by Tibetan singing bowls
which were assigned to each letter. In a prototype of
this experimental sonic typeface was made where I
tested the letters B, A, R, and E are both individually
and as a word. When the user adjusts the slider for
wavelength and amplitude, the form of each letter
responds generatively. The frequency heard heightens and the hue begins to transition through the RGB
color mode.
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Sketch process, screenshots of glyph animations playing, with each assigned a varying frequency level.
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Prototype website, testing letters B,A,R,E
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PROJECT

Convergent/Collisions
Website, http://qlabz.com/demo/copernicus/v3/

CONVERGENT/COLLISIONS is a fictional, hybrid philosophy drawing from charts and maps of heliocentric, metaphysical and binary theories, examining
their diagrammatic form and syntax structures. The
interactive website allow the viewer to discover hide
and reveal parts of the narrative as they move the
cursor along each figure.

Charts and maps, research material collected
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PROJECT

Lissitzky x ITF
Printed publication
Saddle stitch, 15.5 × 20 in.

“Language is more than just an acoustic wave motion
and the mere means of thought transference. In the
same way, typography is more than just an optical
wave motion for the same purpose”.1 This book relates and contrasts two prolific essays from Russian
Constructivist typographer El Lissitzky with a curated series of interviews highlighting the processes
and considerations of type designers from the Indian
Type Foundry (ITF)while creating new six typefaces
for northern and southern Indian regional scripts.

1

El Lissitzky, The Electro-Library The Topography of Typography, vol. Merz No.4, 1923
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PROJECT

Lost in Translation

ies), and Sophia Petros (Brown BA 2020, Global Politics & Art).
In Fall ‘19, we installed the posters at various locations around
Providence that could provide a fitting landscape for each word’s
meaning: outside the RISD museum terrace, New Harvest coffee
shop, Providence post office, Antonio’s Pizza and the Brown
University book store.
To our happiness, the project was chosen as one of the two
winners of the Dorner Prize 2020, and will be installed on the
Benefit Street exterior facade of the RISD Museum in the Fall.3
In the following spreads, each poster can be scanned using the
Artivive app4 for their AR experience.

Installation, Poster series
Augmented Reality, 31.5 × 40 in.
www.ethnographemes.com

Lost in translation is an augmented reality (AR) public art installation that celebrates linguistic diversity. Languages frame
our reality of the world. Often when one translates from one
language to another we assume all words are translatable, and
that everyone experiences the world in a uniform way. However,
languages are not an arbitrary system of communication: their
words and structures are embedded with information about
the culture and people who created them. As a consequence of
this, something is most often lost in the process of translation
such as meaning, emotion, and focus. For instance, the word
‘nodo’ in Matsés, an indigenous language of Brazil, means the
specific movement of ‘flying from the ground to the branch of a
tree’.² This one word encapsulates what it took me ten words to
express in English lacking nuance. Its existence signifies that
this action has a social meaning specific to its culture.
I designed a series of five bilingual, AR posters, each displaying a word whose meaning cannot be easily translated across
languages. Through typographic abstractions, the posters progress between each word’s native script and its Latin characters,
expressing what we often lose in translation: emotions, ways
of seeing the world, colors, and memories.
This project was created in collaboration with three Brown students: Alba Lara Granero (Brown PhD 2024, Hispanic Studies),
Maria Victoria Taborelli (Brown PhD 2025, Hispanic Stud-

2
3

4

Ella Frances Sanders, Lost in Translation: An Illustrated Compendium of Untranslatable Words from
Around the World (Ten Speed Press, 2014).
Lost in Translation was originally scheduled to be installed in the Spring at the RISD
Museum. Images of the installation at the site were to be included in this book. This
was rescheduled for the Fall after COVID-19
Artivive is a free, downloadable app available on most device app stores.
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Tsondoku is an untranslatable Japanese
word ‘for buying books and never reading
them.’ An excerpt from Medium’s 2018
‘Battling Tsondoku’ article by Thomas Opping: “Book hoarding is a habit. The desire
to buy more books than you can ever read
is so universal, there’s a Japanese word for
it: Tsondoku, which literally translates to
‘reading pile’.

Tsundoku is a combination of several Japanese words, including tsunde which means
‘to stack things’; oku, which means ‘to leave
for a while’ and doku, which means ‘to read’.
As the BBC pointed out recently, tsundoku has
the meaning of buying reading material and
piling it up”1

2

1

↑ SCAN

2

Thomas Oppong, “Battling Tsundoku (The Japanese Word For Buying
Books And Never Reading Them),” Medium, August 9, 2018, https://
medium.com/thrive-global/are-you-unintentionally-engaging-in-tsundoku-the-japanese-word-for-buying-books-and-never-reading-7a5c6f5d2adf.
Tsondoku was installed in the Brown book store, a haven for
amassing books we love that we never end up having time to read.

“Even when reading is impossible, the presence of books acquired produces such an ecstasy that the buying of more books than one
can read is nothing less than the soul reaching
towards infinity…we cherish books even if
unread, their mere presence exudes comfort,
their ready access giving us reassurance.”
—
A. Edward Newton
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Samar is an untranslatable Arabic word that
refers to the moments “when you don’t notice the evening bleeding into the night, nor
remember the fire changing from hot flames
to barely there embers. When you talk for
hours about nothing in particular, figuring out the meaning of life, and are likely
to drink too much to remember what it was
the next morning”.1 Samar is when the night
flies by because you’ve had such a good time
with your friends.

1
2

Ella Frances Sanders, Lost in Translation: An Illustrated Compendium of
Untranslatable Words from Around the World (Ten Speed Press, 2014).
Samar is installed at New Harvest Cafe at the Providence Arcade. One
of the very first places I discovered when I moved to Providence, and
one of the few coffee shops that also moonlights as a bar, this cafe is
a perfect spot to experience samar, starting with coffee and work
discussions in the early evening, that gradually blend into late night
‘wine and venting sessions.’

Despecho is an untranslatable Spanish word
which the dictionary translates as ‘spite’ and
defines it as “dislike born in the spirit due
to disappointments suffered in attempting
to realize desires or vain endeavors.” 1 With
regards to love, it’s that feeling of longing,
resentment or even vengeance you often feel
after getting your heart broken. Despecho
is most accurately experienced with a broken heart, playing some sad music like vallenato, ranchera, or plancha with possibly
some alcohol.2

1
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“The Oxford English Dictionary | Oxford Languages,” accessed December
12, 2020, https://languages.oup.com/research/oxford-english-dictionary/.
Manu, “Music Monday: The ‘Despecho’ Culture | Don’t Give Papaya,” 2011,
https://dontgivepapaya.wordpress.com/2011/11/14/music-monday-thedespecho-culture/.
Despecho was installed at Antonio’s Pizzeria, one of the few place open
till 3 am, thus well serving my subhuman working hour food cravings.
This place evokes so much despecho feels especially during those 3 am
boozy house parties where everyones singing sad, depressing songs 		
from the ’80s and craving a late night pizza run.

1
1
1
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Saudade is an untranslatable Portuguese
word “presented as the key feeling of the
Portuguese soul... Drawn from a genuine
suffering of the soul, Saudade became, for
philosophical speculation, particularly suitable for expressing the relationship of the
human condition to temporality, finitude,
and the infinite... Endowed with a structural ambiguity, this feeling is located at the
intersection of two affections that present
absence: the memory of a cherished past
that is no more and the desire for this happiness, which is lacking....” 1
It refers to the ‘longing for someone or
something that someone has loved and lost’.
It is stronger than the sense of the English
word nostalgia. “In these definitions we find

similarity between Saudade and nostalgía:
both share a suffering, painful desire to
re-experience the past. Yet Saudade replaces nostalgia’s association with geographic
travel with time travel, and rather than a
longing for a ‘return’ to the missed object,
Saudade seeks an emotion similar to the one
experienced in the past.” 2
Saudade is considered to be a deep emotional state of melancholic longing. Having
Saudade is to have a sentimental yearning
for the happiness of a former place or time.

1
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Fernando Santoro. “Saudade,” in Dictionary of Untranslatables: A Philosophical Lexicon. ed. Barbara Cassin, Steven Rendall, and Emily S.Apter.
(Princeton: Princeton University Press,2014), 2494-2499.
Ariana Gunderson, 2018, https://arianagunderson.com/.
Saudade was installed at the Providence Post Office, a transient space
that connects us all to memories, longing, loss and love through the
letters we share and receive from our loved ones.

Some people also believe that DIY had its origin
in jugaad. If any solution to a problem leads
to saving money, time or resources, it would
be called jugaad. It uses objects in ways they
were not meant to be used but come together
to serve the purpose.”1

1
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Jugaad is an untranslatable Hindi word for
a flexible approach to problem-solving that
uses limited resources in an innovative way.
It relates to finding new uses for everyday
objects. “Jugaad is a word that describes a
smart quick-fix. It is understandably fascinating for those who are used to living in
societies with refined, affordable and convenient solutions to most problems. However
in economies like India, jugaad is almost a
way of living for many people in rural areas.
These solutions are worth appreciation
for being innovative, but are not refined,
scalable or sustainable for the same problem in a different environment or situation.

Garima Aggarwal Roy, “Jugaad, a Means to an End?,” July 29, 2012,
http://www.studiofynn.com/journal/jugaad-means-end.
We installed Jugaad at the RISD Museum terrace — a constantly
activated space that nurtures, incubates and supports innovation and
ingenuity in art, culture and technology.

2
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In Conversation
with Wael Morcos

1
1
1

Wael Morcos is a graphic designer and type
designer from Beirut, Lebanon. Upon receiving
his BA in Graphic Design from Notre Dame
University (Lebanon), he spent three years
developing identities and Arabic-Latin bilingual typefaces, in addition to working in print
and exhibition design. Wael received his MFA
from RISD in 2013, after which he moved to
NYC and worked with several studios in the city
before founding Morcos Key. Wael has been
featured in Print Magazine’s 15 under 30, was
named a Young Gun by the Art Directors Club,
and an Ascender by the Type Directors Club.1
While in quarantine during COVID-19, I had
the pleasure of meeting with Wael over Zoom2
for a conversation that was rich with insight
ranging from the foundations that shaped his
love for Arabic type, his views on designing
for endangered languages, decolonial design
education, to some sage RISD alumni advice for
surviving thesis presentations.

1
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VM:

WM:

Thanks so much for your time Wael.
As a preface to my first question, I
wanted to share a brief background
about myself. As I had mentioned
in our email exchanges, I am from
India. While my mother tongue is
Tamil, I grew up solely speaking
English. In school there wasn’t
much priority given to teaching us
Tamil and it definitely wasn’t considered ‘cool’ while growing up. I
didn’t have much a strong relationship with my mother tongue apart
from my parents speaking it to me
occasionally at home. I’m curious
about your foundational relationship with Arabic. As a designer who
was educated here, and has spent a
lot of time living and working in
New York City, in what ways has
your growing up years influenced
your work?
I’m originally from Lebanon. I did my undergrad there and then worked for a couple
of years in Beirut before coming to RISD and
moving to New York City. I think your ques-

WM:
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tion is very interesting because I remember
very clearly in our undergrad at Notre Dame
University (Lebanon, most of our education
followed the American system of education.
It’s an interesting story because Notre Dame
University started this graphic design program and the first graduates were sent to
London to get their masters with the contingency upon them, that in turn they will

WM:

teach there, to help grow the program. They
did that with the help of Peter Ray who came
back with them from London. So already I
am working in a university that is based on
a Western model of education based around
the Bauhaus school of design, that is all in
English. Lebanon itself is a very cosmopolitan country where people regularly mix
multiple languages while talking to each
other, and if you’re in different sections of
the city you could be French educated or English educated. All of that contributed to, I
don’t want to say a ‘hate’ for the Arabic script
and it’s look, but it was definitely uncool. It’s
not what drew me or my classmates initially
to graphic design. All the books that were
referenced for us to look at was through
the canon of Western graphic design that
is mostly white, mostly male. I think my
love for Arabic typography started halfway
through the program. I don’t know how I
fell in love with it, I think I just found this
area of nerdiness that nobody cared about it.
What first drew you to the script?
VM:
Were you looking at the formal aspects of its personality?
I fell in love with the shape of the letters
and how it connects. I realized that there
is so much around it that is undeveloped
from a design perspective, yet it comes
from a history of calligraphy that’s beyond
rich, developed and accomplished. I think
today is a different story though. It’s been
13 years since I graduated, and the program
at my old school has developed much more.
Arabic type design programs in Lebanon
are now burgeoning. My dad always said
that each language is worth one man. So
if you can speak four languages, you are
worth four people.
That is such a beautiful sentiment,
VM:
I’d love to have that quote printed!
It translates awkwardly in English [laughs].
Lebanon’s always been a tumultuous place.
My dad was forced to look for work outside
Lebanon, so for most of his life, he traveled throughout Europe and Africa where
he was put in situations where you had to
speak multiple languages, for work, to meet
people and make friends. I think I absorbed

WM:

some of that as a kid without even noticing,
while visiting his friends from work or when
we traveled over the summer to wherever he
was to spend it with him. There would be
new worlds, new people, new languages. In
a sense I always knew that there was something outside and much bigger than Lebanon
happening in the world.
Did your love for Arabic type diVM:
rectly influence your thesis research
and projects at RISD?
When I came to RISD I didn’t want my thesis
to be based on my Arabic identity. I’ve had a
lot of friends who went to Europe and other places and their theses always tended to
be something about their identity because
that is such a visceral part of when you go
into these programs. I knew that was the
case for me, but I wanted to try to not do
the same thing and build a nostalgia of the
past. There’s an interesting experience that
happened actually before RISD. I got involved
in a project called Typographic Matchmaking that was organized by the Khatt Foundation by a woman called Huda Abifarès. I
was fresh out of undergrad, and was invited

Ⅱ

to Amsterdam to help them create the launch
event for the book, which presented these
new multi-script fonts. I would say that
this was a life changing event that opened
my eyes, because here I was, in the middle
of a very interesting cultural institution in
Amsterdam, the capsule of the design world
in Europe... and there’s a team of about 30,
40 people around us putting on an exhi-

bition on Arabic typography and nobody
knew anything about Arabic type. So we
were the go-to for everyone else. I have to
tell you a bigger story to understand what
I mean— have you heard of the department
store HEMA?
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WM:

No I don’t think I remember comVM:
ing across it when I visited—is it a
chain of stores?
Yea, they are a very big chain of department
stores in the Netherlands, kind of like Ikea
but very Dutch. Everything in the store is
branded in the quintessential Dutch, ubiquitous everyday design. So the idea of the
exhibition was to create the Arabic version
of HEMA and was an exercise for us, as
designers, to Arabise everything. The organization Mediamatic that was running this
project did not consult with HEMA because
it’s an art project. There was a misunderstanding that’s somebody was ripping off the
brand so they stepped in to sue them and the
whole thing ended up in major newspapers,
the radio and TV. We were these five young
designers in the middle of it which was really
eye opening because the idea of a multicultural Dutch society is still a big question and
was so even seven, eight years ago. It gave
me the awakening that whether I like it or
not, there is a spotlight on me to represent
my culture, to use design to talk about values that I care about, to use design to make
people understand my culture and my story
better. I realized that a lot of people have
preconceived notions, which I didn’t want to
look at it as a burden, but as an opportunity
for me to express myself, my language, the
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new design, which is a school of communication. I came back from that experience
feeling like “oh my God, like, there’s so much
that we can do that hasn’t been done.”
That’s such a powerful experience
to go through right out of underVM:
grad! While we are on the topic of
linguistic representation—there’s
been a significant increase in language activism so to speak, as compared to say 10 years ago— there’s
a lot more awareness and dialogue,
people are paying attention, doors
are opening, conversations are being had. What are the issues that
still frustrate you though? Is there
still a glass ceiling here?
I think with the rise of the visibility of under-served communities in general, there is
more intention towards communities of color. People are being loud and active in general and I think that has led to more visibility
for these communities in the States, at least.
That trickles down to the need for discourse
in the academic circle of design, but also a
need for better design in general from books
to signage. With Morcos Key, we try to keep
a foot in design thinking and research and
also try to do our part in raising awareness
to language and culture that we relate to. As
a middle Eastern designer in New York, our
studio sits at an interesting intersection—
we have the New York design scene, that is
definitely a plus. We also have an expertise
in Arabic as a language and therefore an
understanding of middle eastern culture at
a different level than a non Arabic speaker
can have. So a lot of our clients are actually
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based in the East. What’s frustrating in that
aspect is the lack of language to talk about
design in Arabic, the lack of terminology to

WM:

describe typography as rigorously in Arabic, the research is harder to get to and that
goes with a lot of things that we’re missing
linguistically.
I was recently looking at &Walsh’s
bespoke Cairo-inspired type for
VM:
a restaurant identity Zooba—and
I was thinking about how there’s
such a tricky balance between celebrating a culture and fetishization of a script. What your views
on Latin typefaces that are inspired by the formal qualities of
another language?
As a type designer, who’s worked in a lot
of adaptation or matchmaking projects—
and that’s also a very elastic word —every
designer has their understanding of what
matching an Arabic script with a Latin
script means. I can briefly describe my pedagogy to designing Arabic typefaces. When
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it comes to matching typefaces, to me, they
need to match on two levels: the formal
(what it looks like) and how it behaves (what
is supposed to do and its functionality). I try
to break down the design ingredients that
led to the Latin design and draw the Arabic
from scratch, using these ingredients to get
a resolution that is as close to the Latin script
formally, in texture, rhythm and color but
more importantly, that it can function in the
way that it was meant to be. This could be
display versus text versus caption. What is
an attention-grabbing type of typeface or a
neutral might be different things for Arabic
or Latin. That approach is the exact opposite of what Nadine Chahine calls Frankenstein typography, which is when you take a

WM:

Latin script and then cut and rotate things
to make it look like Arabic. That is unfortunately very prevalent in the market as well.
On the other side, we have what I call the
Alladin typefaces, which is when you take
a Latin script and add too much brush, decorative stuff around it, fetishizing whatever
you perceive to be Arabic and then add them
onto a Latin script. It’s interesting because I
am in a multicultural city and advocate for a
multicultural world. But that’s different from
the melting pot mentality that is not applicable anymore where you’re expected to melt
and disappear into that big idea. I think that
you deserves a visible attempt to be heard in
all the colors that you bring to the canvas.
In that canvas however, there can be a lot of
dissonance and clashes where these different
ingredients meet and if not well dosed they
can create awkward results that sometimes
do more harm through that action.
I also wanted to know your thoughts
on non speakers of a language deVM:
signing for a script. How might it
impact the perception and attitude
towards the language. What do you
suggest one considers when working on a script that’s not native to
you. I’d love some advice on this, for
instance, I’m working on a project
to help a tribal community in Orissa revive their script. I’m designing
a typeface for a script and language
that I have no familiarity or connections with ones that I speak or write.
It’s tricky for two reasons - at the basis of it,
is really a relationship of black and white and
abstract forms, in theory, anybody can do
it. However, typography is much more than
that. It’s a vehicle for cultural significance to
be added on top of it. More importantly than
being able to speak the language, you have to
be able to decode and understand what these
symbols and semiotics mean to different cultures, their undertones and provenance, and
to be able to feel comfortable doing that. So
in multi script type design projects I always
advise somebody who has that knowledge
to be present on the team to have a say, if
not in design but in consulting at least, in
answering questions and reviewing results.

To me, it would be interesting to design for
any of the Asian scripts but I would do that
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WM:

with extreme caution, and would have a few
people by my side guiding me and having a
say in what’s going on. It’s a tricky question
as its raises questions of representation, of
access and bringing the right people to the
table so that you are not designing for other
cultures through an outsider’s perspective.
Your practice and efforts towards
giving Arabic a global platform is
inspiring. What are your views on
VM:
the value of supporting endangered
languages in comparison to widely
spoken global languages like Arabic,
Hindi or Tamil. These scripts are
dying out due to lack of investment
since there’s less scope for their use.
It’s a very important question and hard to answer in simple terms. I do regard language as
a living organism, it’s a cultural artifact that
gets translated and moves around, expressions are added, borders are taken out of different languages, populations grow and die
and migrate. So it lives, migrates and some
languages will die—it’s inevitable. It’s about
how many of the cultural artifacts that humanity creates deserves to be saved or to be
recorded or to be preserved and who decides
that? What’s the value of that? Nothing has
an intrinsic value to it unless other people
assign that value and says that it’s important.
Would you say its a case by case, culture by culture approach rather than
in a broader sense?
VM:
Yea, I mean, to me, I want things to advance
and move forward, and I don’t believe that
everything that’s in the past is inherently
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better and not necessarily thinking the future is better either. Specifically for Arabic,
it is a language that is maybe the third or
fourth most use script in the world. I think
in comparison to how many people use it, it
is definitely under designed and I feel that
inequity needs to be addressed. There are
a lot of language that used parts of the Arabic script that is defunct right now and I
don’t draw these letters in fonts that I am
producing nowadays. I don’t know. I feel it’s
definitely interesting and enriching too, to
our story as humanity. It’s tough to answer...
What do you think?
Hmm.. I think in terms of the act of
revival, its a question of addressing
VM:
if we are looking at bringing these
scripts back to some form of their
former level of usage versus considering a new way of it existing in
today’s times. If its the latter, then I
feel that opens up a larger space of
potential for graphic designers to
collaborate with communities that
want their voices heard. Maybe not
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in the same way as it was in the past,
but one that is evolving and adapting its existence for today. It’s an
exciting space as a designer, especially if you love playing with form
but I think considering the ethics
of going into that is critical. These
scripts are vessels that reflect communities’ reality and belief system .

WM:
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Yeah, you were by the British and I was by
the French. I remember all the magazines
that my mom used to get were European in
fashion. Our house looks like an old Victorian house and I like making fun of my mom
for it. But then I come to New York City
to work as a designer and I get labeled as a
formalist versus a conceptual designer even
though I graduated from RISD. It’s weird...
[laughs] like what did I miss in my education?

model of graphic design education, where
the faculty is much more diverse, not fixed
and like a Lego piece where you can bring in
people in and out, and people have additional professors somewhere else perhaps like a
PhD. Cause how many hundreds of people
can have the same four or five professors
that they took their design courses with, you
know? So I think there’s much more to be
done from an education system, as a college
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Yea, I think it is a case by case thing, because
every script needs to be preserved for at least
WM: access to knowledge. But not all of these are
as used today and many not used at all. So
these might not need, for example, a revival
into a versatile typographic palette. It might
need a revival enough to preserve it and to
clarify what it was and report it.
It raises many questions as a case by case
approach—the need for the language, who
is speaking it, how would us reviving it as a
functional font help them today? What impact would it have if they’re not using it at
all? Today it might be a hindrance to have
to reeducate communities if they even want
to versus if they use it predominantly, but
the existing technology could do not support
it. In that case, I do feel the responsibility
of including them in technologies that are
important for survival today.
Since we’re on subject of democratizing technology access, I feel like
VM:
this subject of decolonization is being discussed a lot over the recent
years in places like RISD and has
become a buzzword of sorts. Has
this, more often than not, become
a hollow gesture or are we actually
seeing tangibile strides of change
withininstitutions and our graphic
design community?
WM: I don’t know [laughs] I’m deeply colonized,
so its complicated you know...
VM:
Oh definitely so am I! [laughs]...

And then there’s a little bit of research being
done now to unearth designers from Egypt,
Lebanon and Syria that were making amazing posters, logos, books and fonts in the̓80s
and̓90s that Im discovering now. Or rather
they’re being released them now. It makes me
think where was that 10 years ago in my education for me to look at these things? I think
art colleges need to look at the communities
they are serving and where the designers that
are graduating are going back to. It needs to
build a program that sustains that, but that
being said I can acknowledge that its hard
because they have students from all over the
world coming to a tiny state like Rhode Island and they have to prepare for everything.
So I do understand the enormous task and
amount of knowledge that as a faculty they
have to juggle with. People are still pushing
themselves to answer these today’s questions.
For instance look at the Instagram kids and
designers, who are seeing everything, speaking their languages and finding their communities. There’s so many niches for things
that are visible and I don’t know if the education of a graduate graphic designer can
keep up with it. There must be some other

WM:

system, how it relates to the economies of
hiring teachers and building a curriculum
that’s malleable to respond to the needs of
all these diverse students that are making it
to the program.
Yea it would be really great to see
these transformations happen from
VM:
within the institutional set-up. My
last question for you is what’s next
for Morcos Key in this current
COVID climate?
We’re a small studio that’s growing and
hopefully that growth won’t be affected too
much by COVID. Then again design doesn’t
exist in insulation, so we are connected to
the needs and markets of companies and
their budgets. If these get slashed that directly affects us designers. But I would say
that we’re in a good place right now and are
busy with a lot of work. I’m very excited
for the next chapter.
Thank you so much for your
thoughtful, generous insight . It
VM:
was really great to have this conversation with you and get your
views on some pretty heavy topics
and complex questions!
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WM:

WM:

WM:

Thank you—I can’t wait to see what your
thesis is going to look like.
I can’t wait to see either [laughs]
Writing
a thesis in quarantine can
VM:
make you go a tiny bit crazy.
When are you supposed to submit, and present it, to be done?
After the COVID lock-down, our live
VM:
presentations changed to individual
Zoom meetings which are happening between 26th to 28th May.
I remember that morning very well. I slept
at like 4.00 am and woke up at 6.30 am. The
more prepared you are, the better it will go.
It is a performance. Standing up and talking
about your work is a whole different thing

Ⅹ

WM:

than doing the work. My advice to you is to
give that a little bit of time too. I think when
things usually go wrong is when I never practice my slides or read them back to myself
and realize that they’re all out of order.
Yea its strange because my expeVM:
rience before RISD, working with
corporate clients was so different.
I usually found it very easy to speak
to large groups about the work we
were doing. When you’re speaking
about your own work, which is
personal, its totally different. Sometimes it’s like I’ve forgotten how to
speak. [laughs]
Yea, because if you’re in a corporate setting
and they don’t like it, you just go back and
do something else, whereas if they don’t like
it here at school, it’s so personal. Like who
am I? I feel like you think you lose a part of
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your self. Yeah. I understand that, but listen,
nobody fails RISD [laughs]. I’d give some time
to preparing that presentation, to practice it
a few times in the mirror, you know, it’s silly,
but at least it will prepare you for the flow
and what they expect. It can be cringe worthy, but there’s a lot to learn from it. Just the
process of watching yourself get into that
performance persona can make you more
super self-aware and very critical, but you
have to think of it as a performer, as I have
to just like bask in the light of a second and
like absorb it as that and then just come back
down and just do it!
That’s really helpful. I’ll keep that
in mind and thank you so much
VM:
again for taking the time to do this!
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THE SORAS, A NOTE ON SHAMANISM
The Soras (also known as Saoras, Śavaras, or
Śabaras) are a tribal community situated along the
borders of Orissa and Andhra Pradesh in eastern
India. This region of largely impenetrable forests,
hillslopes, and valleys is so dense that
it allows the tribe to live in relative isolation from surrounding communities.
Little formal literature exists on the Soras adding to the mystery that shrouds
their culture. After considerable research, I found that most
information
on them is filtered through
through the
ethnographies of two anthropologists: Piers
Vitebsky (1993, 2017)1 and Verrier Elwin (1955).2
While they may be perceived as reclusive
to outsiders, the Soras enjoy an abundantly rich repository of folk tales and
traditions that have been orally passed
down from generation to generation.3
Along with their oral tradition, the Soras have
a long and complicated history with Shamanism.4
Understanding the layered complexities of their
practices could take years to comprehend. Vitebsky,
who lived among the tribes during the 1970s, ex-

tensively studied and documented their ancient
practices, especially their visionary experiences.
In Living Without the Dead (2017) he describes,
“Almost every day in every village, living
people engaged in conversations with the
dead, who would speak, one after another, through the mouth of a shaman… in
trance. Together, living and dead would
chat, weep, or argue for hours at a time.” 5
While his decades-long study is emotionally infused and a crucial resource, the Sora identity appears to be predominantly framed by his
pronounced Eurocentric gaze. A pervasive
issue, elemental to Vitebsky’s texts, is his
choice of vocabulary. Vitebsky’s vocabulary for titles, chapter indexing, and personal accounts (“Dancing with Alphabet
Worshippers,” “Dialogues with the Dead,”
“Leopard Power”)6 has implications of fetishization
of centuries-old observances of ancestor reverence
common to many Indian communities. His collection
of narratives for the Sora people is often simplistic
and limited.
Anthropologist and activist Felix Padel observes that there is a shallow understanding of

Indian tribal spirituality by ethnographers.7
Tribal interpretation of ‘the self’ as it relates to
the spiritual world is radically different from
what a “modern, educated” person thinks. He
recognizes that to authentically comprehend a
culture, deeper understanding of their language
is needed, as well as a view of how members
of the community are interconnected with each
other as well their ancestors.
Today, shamanism is a fading practice among
the Soras. My visit to Gunupur8 quickly dispelled
my own preconceived notions of what a ‘shaman,’
‘alphabet-worshipping’ tribe would be like.
There was a marked disconnect between their
lived reality and the outsider’s subjective perspective I’d encountered in my research. From
my conversations with the elders, I learned that
the tribe seeks to evolve beyond their shamanic
past, hoping to offer their children a contemporary future while passing down their traditions.
contemporary future while passing down their
unique traditions.
1
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Piers Vitebsky, Living without the Dead (London: The University of Chicago Press, Ltd., 2017).
Piers Vitebsky, Dialogues with the Dead: The Discussion of Mortality
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and Cultural Anthropology 88 (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ.
Press, 1993).
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Bombay: Oxford University Press, 1955).
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for the Telegraph of Vitebsky’s book Living without the
dead.
Felix Padel, “Piers Vitebsky Explores the Slow Death of
Shamanism,” The Telegraph India, March 23, 2019, https://
www.telegraphindia.com/culture/books/piers-vitebsky-explores-the-slow-death-of-shamanism/cid/1687686.
Ibid., 1.
Ibid., 1.
Ibid., 4.
Gunupur is a district in Orissa, India, where parts of
the Sora community live. It is the closest town to the
Sompeng forest tribe.

THE LORE OF SORA SOMPENG
The history and folklore of the Sora Sompeng
script is steeped in defiance, dreams, myth, and
spirituality. The Sora language, listed by UNESCO as ‘vulnerable to extinct’, is spoken by close
to 300,000 people who live between Orissa and
Andhra Pradesh.1 The tribe has historically faced
immense pressure from both states and Christian
missionaries to adopt Odiya, Telegu, or English as
their primary writing system.2
According to writer Khageshwar Mahapatra’s
account,3 Malia Gomango, a prominent Sora leader,
led the movement
for an independent
script to protect
their identity from
merging with any
side. It is speculated that he was
inspired by his
son-in-law Mangei Gomango’s fluency in all three
languages and was determined to devise a comprehensive cultural program to uplift his people.
The Soras believe that in 1936, Mangei Gomango had a divine vision while asleep at night. Mahapatra writes,
“Mangei resigned from his job as a compounder at a pharmacy and observed a
kind of penance in the hills for several days.

Finally on June 18 1936, he received the
script as a divine gift. Akshara Brahma,
translated as Alphabet deity spoke to him
in the vision, “I will be visible in the Məttar
Bənon Vijnan hills.” The Savara then went
and saw. The twenty-four letters appeared
in his vision. Then a shrine was built at
that site.” 4
The Akshara Brahma shrine can be visited via a
two hour drive from Gunupur. The temple has an
emblem that follows the shape of the cosmic symbol Om “written in Oriya”.5 The symbol has the
24 letters—named after Sora deities—as well as 10
numerals, and a crest. This can be seen painted
on the front of most houses in the village. Sora
Sompeng was added to Unicode in 2012 & is being
used for religious purposes as well as tracts, almanacs, invitation cards, and other printed materials.

↑ Found, handwritten Sompeng chart
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“Sorang Sompeng Script,” in Omniglot, accessed April 20,
2020, https://omniglot.com/writing/sorangsompeng.htm.
Norman Zilde, “Three Munda Scripts,” Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman Area, University of Chicago 22.2 (1999).
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MY JOURNEY

In early January 2020, I visited the
Sora village1 in order to gain a deeper understanding of their script and
culture. I asked my brother to join
me on this field trip due to the unsafe conditions in remote parts of
Orissa.2
From hurtling down narrow dirt
roads,3 driving through mammoth
terraced valleys,4 to making word
lists with the elders,5 and learning
about their beliefs on transcendence
from the last living shaman of the
Soras6, the journey was a culturally
rich immersion in the practices of
this serene and secluded forest tribe.

↑ Map, Scan from Vitebsky’s Dialogues with the Dead

↑ Getting there Enroute driving towards Gunupur, Sora village.

Getting there
This photo essay was my initial effort
at fieldnoting and research from an ethnographic as well as graphic design lens.
The captions here are immediate, quick
notes that I jotted down through the trip
as I experienced them.
My journey with the Sora community
started in Fall 2019 when I reached out
to NGOs and organizations that conduct
ethnographic research for endangered
languages. Gregory Anderson from the
Living Tongues Society put me in touch
with Opino Gomango, a Sora native, who
was helping the organization with field
data collection on the Sora language.
Opino has acted as both translator and
liason between myself and the Sora community throughout this research journey.
The route was an hour and a half flight
to Vishakapatnam from Mumbai, after
which we made a six hour car journey to
Gunupur, the closest town to commute to
the Sompeng village.

↑

Connversation planning the trip between myself and Opino Gomango

↑

Shaman talismans installed around the village. Opino pointed these out throughout the journey
and was a bit apprehensive to move closer to them. According to him, they must not be touched,
and are meant to ward bad energy

The Sompeng script’s emblem, this
appears to be an abbreviated form of
it. The emblem at the shrine has all
24 letters and numerals included into
it. These marks are painted outside
each house in the village to signify
their belief in the Sompeng script.

↑ The Sompeng symbol as seen on the exterior of houses, usually contained in a circular border and
placed at the centre of the roof’s beam.

↑ On reaching the Sompeng village in the late afternoon, we walked up the hill towards the Sompeng
Alphabet temple. Seen here are the steps leading to the temple which is located on the edge of
a cliff that overlooks the entire village.

↑ The Sora emblem outside the temple entrance, approximately 5.5 feet high. I asked Opino to take
a picture of me next to it for scale.

Hindu Shiv Ling

Inside the sanctum

↑

↑

Staff-like object installed at the Sora temple entrance. Seen here is the view overlooking the village
from the temple cliff

The inscription inside the temple sanctum, has
a rock inscribed with the Sora Sompeng script.
Built around it in stone, is a dome-like structure
that contains it. I found the formal qualities of
the dome structures to have a close likeness to the
Shiv Ling in Hindu temples.
The outer sanctum was spherical and cramped,
around 7x7 feet approximately with room for
only one person to walk around its perimeter.
This did not allow me to get a holistic documentation of the space.

Building Vocabulary
Making wordlists and developing a
vocabulary for the Sompeng dictionary became a community experience.
Opino and I set this up for the AR
dictionary that I was working on for
the script.
The afternoon was spent with
the elders: Ram Chandra Gomango’s
family and other Sora elders who could
read the script. Ram Chandra’s daughter had alot of helpful suggestions for
the word list, helping older members
of the group when they couldn’t find
words for certain letters. I asked her
to sit with us but she was initially
reluctant. Opino mentioned to me
disapprovingly, that there still exists
deep gender disparities in these parts
of Orissa. After a few hours of brainstorming, she seemed more uninhibited and confident to sit with us.

↑

Series of 3D scanned objects from the Sompengvillage: Kolam pattern as senn outside the Akshar
Brahma Temple. These are made from rice flour powder and are commonly drawn outside many
homes in South India as a symbol of welcoming in positive energy.

↑ Planter holding a Neem tree, that is considered to have purifying qualities for the Soras. This spherical
typographic object was seven feet high approximately having incantations in the Sompeng script wrapped
around it. I circled the object a few times to 3D scan its form, but the expanse of it made it difficult to document everything in one scan.

Objects used in worship at the Akshar Brahma temple

↑ The Sompeng emblem seen inside the temple shrine, complete with all its parts, including the
entire character set, numerals and crest that surrounds it. I interviewed the temple trustee who
shared a detailed explanation on the symbology of these parts that make the emblem. The Sora
to Engligh translation of the interview is still in progress and is currently paused due to
COVID-19.

↑ Idital: An image of the home of the last living Shaman of the Soras. She’s seen here (right) hugging
her grandson as her daughter-in-law looks on (left). She spoke to me about Idital, their ancient
wall painting tradition.She explained how this was not a decorative device but a bride between
themselves and their ancestors, their past and present.
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The Sora Sompeng village
is located one hour away
from Gunupur, Orissa,
which is the closest
township to it.
The remote interiors of
Orissa are known to be
controlled by Naxalite
insurgents, where
ambushes on the highways are common. I had
to take many precautions
in terms of time of day
for travel, the travel
agency driving us there
and carrying portable
wifi incase we got lost
on the way, which we did
several times due to the
GPS losing network.
The drive to Gunupur is
has many infrastructure
that is still in development as is the case
with many parts of rural
India. The journey from
the airport was mainly
on dirt roads with sharp
and unexpected dips.
Terracing is an artificial form of creating
expansive steps on the
hills, a famring device
used in Orissa.
As seen in spread:
Building vocabulary
As seen in spread: Idital

During my visit, I adopted a
qualitative research methodology
that used video and photo documentation, formal and informal
interviews, field notes as well 3D
scanning objects and artifacts
from the village.

3D Scanned Sora Objects
Gunupur, January 2020
FIG 1

FIG 2

FIG 4.1

FIG 4.2

FIG 5

FIG 6.1

FIG 3.1

FIG 3.2

FIG 3.3

FIG 4.3

FIG 3.3

Ellipsis
As a response to my research visit, these
explorations are on going inquiries in
support of the revitalization of the Sora
Sompeng script. They are not projects but
spaces open for a generative approach to
unearthing, experimentation and play...
Ellipsis follows from the expansive nature
of this research study... in a sense, it will
always be unfinished. Through this thesis
I realized the many layers that must come
together to sustainably support under
resourced scripts. Educational materials
address this issue at an on-ground level.
Generating awareness through celebrating
the script on a global platform allows for
opportunities for future collaboration and
support for the community.
The oax-i-fornia collaborative methodology
of immersion—experimenting—production1
with artisans, spurred remodeling diagrams
to define my praxis.
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Ellipsis
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support of the revitalization of the Sora
Sompeng script. They are not projects but
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of this research study... in a sense, it will
always be unfinished. Through this thesis
I realized the many layers that must come
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with artisans, spurred remodeling diagrams
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PROJECT

Sora Sompeng Typeface
Monoweight, Calligraphic

I began my research on Sora Sompeng in Fall 2019.
At the time1, the script was introduced into Unicode,
and had a default font provided by NotoSans. This
project is an effort to widen the choice of typeface
styles available for it and in support of the growing access to technology within the Sora tribe.
Developed under the guidance of Richard Lipton,
Sompeng comes in two styles—Monoweight and
Calligraphic for text and display purposes.
Sora Sompeng has 25 letters and uses Latin and
Devanagari glyphs for punctuation. A handful of
charts available online became reference material
for drawing the letters. For the calligraphic typeface, I first drew the letters using a 6mm calligraphic pen which was then scanned and used to guide
me with the stroke contrast and modulations. This
is an ongoing project that will introduce the latin
letter set in both styles as well as a calligraphic to
monoweight variable font.

EA
VW

Available charts online used as preliminary reference material

Video clips: I requested Sora elders to draw
out while speaking each letter of the script
to better understand how each letter is
drawn and pronounced.These were reference materials while I drew the letters for
the calligraphic style.
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RX
Calligraphic

Calligraphic

H
I

P

Z

Monoweight

Monoweight

Monoweight 60pt

SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB MAR
WL LAVU NATTU VA
PATTA YAW RAAW
HARO KAKAW QAADN
XWAW AAMN ENQUM
KTDRAW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN

Monoweight 300pt

L LRR
PPAA
XXQ Q
WW K K
Comparing glyph styles

EEGG
H HII
L LMM
N N SS
Comparing glyph styles

SORA SOMPENG SANS MONO, TEXT 14 PT

GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY-ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA
OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ
DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU
VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN
XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER
ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW KTDRAW UHDA.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB
MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW

GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA
YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY-ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW
HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW BABDA.
DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA
YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN AAMN ENQUM.
KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU
NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ
DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU
VAW PATTA YAW. HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW.
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB
MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW
HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW
GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.

GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW
GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY-ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAWCALLIGRAPHIC
AAMN ENQUM
400 PT KTDRAW UHDA
OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ
DAW DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU
NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ
DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU
VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN
XWAW BABDA CTTUZ DAW.
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU
NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY
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ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW
UHDA OTY-ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU
NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW.
DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA
CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU
NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN
XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER
ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB RAAW HARO KAKAW.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB
MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
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GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY-ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA
OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ
DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU
VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN
XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER
ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW KTDRAW UHDA.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB
MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW

GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA
YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY-ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW
HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW BABDA.
DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA
YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN AAMN ENQUM.
KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU
NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ
DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU
VAW PATTA YAW. HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW.
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB
MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW
HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW
GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.

GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW
GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY-ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM KTDRAW UHDA
OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ
DAW DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU
NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ
DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU
VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN
XWAW BABDA CTTUZ DAW.
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU
NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY
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ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW
UHDA OTY-ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU
NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW.
DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA
CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU
NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN
XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER
ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB RAAW HARO KAKAW.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB
MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
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GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY-ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA
OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ
DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU
VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN
XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER
ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW KTDRAW UHDA.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB
MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW

GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA
YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY-ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW
HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW BABDA.
DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA
YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN AAMN ENQUM.
KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU
NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ
DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU
VAW PATTA YAW. HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW.
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB
MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW
HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW
GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
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GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW
GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY-ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM KTDRAW UHDA
OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ
DAW DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU
NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ
DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU
VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN
XWAW BABDA CTTUZ DAW.
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU
NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY

ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW
UHDA OTY-ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA
CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU
NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW.
DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDRAW
UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA
CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU
NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW
QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY
ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN
XWAW AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER
ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB RAAW HARO KAKAW.
SNUDU GAWNIW BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW
DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW
PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW
AAMN ENQUM. KTDR-AW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN.
SNUDU GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW
GNAB. RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN
ENQUM. KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU
GAWNIW BABDA CTTUZ DAW. DAWKIW GNAB
MARA WL LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW.
RAAW HARO KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.
KTDRAW UHDA OTY ER ZHGUN. SNUDU GAWNIW
BAB-DA CTTUZ DAW DAWKIW GNAB. MARA WL
LAVU NATTU VAW PATTA YAW. RAAW HARO
KAKAW QAADN XWAW AAMN ENQUM.

Monoweight set

75 pt
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LM NOPQRUA
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Calligraphic set
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Speculative objects
3D Modelling, 3D printing renders

In Vibrant Matters, Jane Bennet views seemingly ‘dead’ matter such as fossils and stones as quite
the opposite—they are alive and is defined by
“a lively energetic play of forces.”1
This is a personal investigation to advance the
Sompeng script into the future through these sculptural speculative objects. In Sora folklore, their
script has a physical and metaphysical presence,
that they have kept alive for generations through
fables of visions & dreams. These objects are examinations of the materiality of the script, rethinking
their form & presence for future narratives.

Researching Orissa patterns in handcrafts
1 Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology
of Things (Duke University Press, 2010).
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Pattern-making for textile and ceramics
Risograph, Processing

For generations the Soras have passed down their
traditions orally through fables, songs and poems.
After gathering Sora poetry, songs and folktales,
they were explored as forms that could live as patterns and woven into fabric, as well as other print
making techniques.

↑ Sora literature scans
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↑ Weave pattern proposal, 10×14 feet
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Pattern making for ceramic objects
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Processing pattern experiments with Sora glyphs and words
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Processing texture and pattern experiments
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Risograph prints
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Risograph prints
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Sora Children’s Dictionary, Prototype
Augmented reality, print, 6 × 8.5 in.
www.ethnographemes.com

The Sompeng script does not to have a strict order to the letter sequence. The notion of what a
‘dictionary’ could be is explored here: through a
set of alphabet cards, the script becomes non linear, unbound, and liberated, free for the learner
to reshuffle and reorder the pages as they learn.
Each letter for each alphabet card is assigned to
an object or expression that is specific to the Sora
community. Sounds were recorded from the location in Gunupur, India by Opino Gomango.
The dictionary is a bilingual mixed reality prototype, with each letter triggering an immersive AR
experience of the object assigned to it. However, at
its very core, it is a print publication for children
who may not have access to certain technology.
The back of the cards having information on how
to draw each letter with the meaning of each word
translated in English.
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Sleng —– Pot

3

1

2

(Sa) (La) (Eh) (Ng)
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1

Sora has a very high incidence of
paired words and parallel phrases
in a phenomenon called ‘takud-ber’
loosely translating to “finishing-words” or “finishing-speech”.
In takudber, two independent lexical elements, which can be nouns,
verbs, adjectives, or whatever, are
placed side by side in an identical
grammatical form and syntactic position. When one word does not express all that the speaker means, he
adds another word to reinforce the
meaning of the first. For instance
edate-gudate “he weeps he wails”,
ramte-kubte, “it bites it nibbles”,
endungtai-gorodtai, “I wander I
drift”.3
3

Vitebsky, P. 2017.
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(Ca)(Ah) (Na) (Ih) (Na)

Canin —– Multiplicity
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In Conversation
with Agyei Archer

2
2
2

Agyei Archer is a designer from Trinidad and
Tobago whose practice lies at the intersection
of graphics, type, and code. He studied visual
communications at the University of Trinidad
and Tobago, and typeface design at Cooper
Union. His interests include language, culture,
and technology, especially in relation to
the Caribbean.
I first learned about Agyei’s work through
Richard Lipton who had shared the TED ×
Port of Spain talk —The Importance of Typeface Design1 where Agyei talks about a project
in which he revives the Afaka2 script for the
Caribbean Suriname community. Through it,
I discovered meaningful parallels between the
Afaka and Sora Sompeng scripts. Both claim
roots in the belief that these scripts emerged
from a divine vision or dream experienced by
the leaders of their community.
In Spring 2020, Agyei was invited as a visit
ing speaker to RISD. During his time in Providence, we met at the Design Commons Center
for a conversation on his process, his work on
the Afaka project & views on the ethics of type
design for underrepresented writing systems.
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AA:

AA:

Thanks for meeting with me. Let's
VM:
start with a few foundational questions—could you talk about the origins of your type practice. Coming from a branding background
myself, I'm curious about how
you oriented your focus toward
type design and experiments with
emerging tools.
So I am a bit of computer nerd—nerdy computer things kind of excite me and I think
that it plays a lot into the core of the work
that I do. I am more interested in doing something that feels challenging and new than doing something that feels kind of dependable,
that might be perfect. I think that that's the
core ethos of why I choose to do these yet
charted types of things. I mean, if I'm not
an expert on it, then I might as well start it.
There are no other experts, you know? That
being said, I do have a hardcore graphic design practice. We do a lot of work that's not
all magic and scripts and stuff. Sometimes
we open Indesign and make magazines just
like everyone else. But for as long as I have
the opportunity, I try to experiment because
I think it's kind of important to do so.
Work schedules can become all
consuming in the branding indusVM:
try. Personal projects often take a
backseat. I'm curious about how
you got connected with the Afaka
Project? Was it through one of your
commercial projects or was this
something that was self-initiated?
It actually had nothing to do with my commercial work. I got into the type of design
through Cooper Union, and I was really interested in an African Latin writing systems,
specifically with the Latin alphabet and
looking at what was the combination of diacritics and modifiers that you would need to
support certain African languages. I realized
inside of those searches that there were a lot
of indigenous African languages. I felt like
I should be paying attention there, because
there was so much erasure that would have
happened with those languages, that they
need a little bit more support. Especially if
we're thinking about type design as a thing

AA:

that supports a community or a language. It
was harder than I thought it would be, but it
was also considerably more fulfilling because
there was a need for it. For me it was the
fact that I realized that there was one font
that was created for the Afaka script and it
was really bad. It was just like scans from a
PDF backwards and digitized. So I decided to
start over a little bit, beginning with some
research which then became this thing that
was beside all of my commercial work. So
they don't really touch each other.
How did you make the initial connection or contact with the SurinaVM:
me community for this project?
I found out about it while researching Saki
Mafundikwa’s book, Afrikan Alphabets that
had nothing to do with Suriname. What I did
have was a contact in Suriname through my
partner who is an editor of art books. She
knew this artist in Suriname whom I got in
touch with. My intention was to partner
with him as my consultant to vet the script
because if you have to get something encoded at Unicode, there are a couple of checks.
One of them is that this has been verified
by people for whom you're designing for. It
didn't however work out that way since he

AA:

AA:

AA:
was quite difficult to get a hold of. That's the
reason why the script isn't public right now
and I don't feel like it's right to release something saying it's for these people, if nobody

from there has seen it or sent a yes or no to it.
I believe that it's the only pending script in
Unicode right now— Michael Everson, who
proposed the Star Trek Unicode btw was the
Unicode guy. He works largely with endangered languages and has done a lot of work
with African writing systems and wrote
two proposals so far. The second proposal
just had some modifications but there was
one person who is kind of the head of the
movement in Suriname, formerly anyway,
but it's been challenging because he was in
prison for child molestation in Utrecht and
he's technically still in charge of the script.
Does he have the final write off?
Oh no, he's a member of the tribe and is the
head Bookman, which is the guardian of the
Suriname. He's not reliable in terms of getting new solutions because he doesn't want
to work on the solutions for the missing
parts of the script. I would've hoped that
the contact that I made would have been the
right person to talk to because he also has
connections in the community and can get a
group of people around it. But that's not how
it worked out either. I actually don't know if
it ever will be included just because of these
types of complications.
Can the work done for the project
VM:
still be used by the community in
some way? If it's being presented
through a TED talk community,
doesn't that allow for a certain
amount of access to it?
I don't think the community knows about
it because I only have access to one person
from the community
How do these revival efforts for
VM:
indigenous writing systems relate
to the larger international type and
graphic design community? What
are the benefits?
I think it's a good thing because it at least
reverses some of the hardcore impacts of
imperialism. If for no other reason that it's
inherently anti imperialist, that's a good
thing. Beyond that, I think that it's also exceptionally valuable because people are able
to tap into that culture, bring it to the fore
and make new work that feels fresh and in-
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AA:

ventive. I'm thinking about people whose
work could be influenced by things like Russian propaganda design. Imagine if you had
access as well in the same kind of ubiquitous
way to a Tamil script for example. How could
that influence your graphic design practice. I
feel like it's important because it's one more
thing to add to the influences and pool of
things that people can use. Also there's an
insidious nature to the proliferation of some
cultural references and the erasure and diminishing of others. That is something to be
fought really hard against because it's already
a system that's set up to be very Eurocentric.
The world isn't Eurocentric at the moment—
thank fuck. So we need new tools, we need
new fonts that are able to speak to people's
cultural experiences.
In your TED talk you mentioned
VM:
that there is an inherent Western
influence embedded in our work
as designers, as much as we try
to unlearn certain things. While
working on the Afaka project
were there aspects of your skill
sets or viewpoints as a designer
that you found yourself having to
consciously unlearn?
Not really because I was really prepared to
be as blank slate-y as I could with this. I also
didn't have any points of reference for it because nobody worked with the script before.
I remember posting on Twitter if anybody
had any recommendations for entering non
Latin scripts? And everybody was responding saying speak to native speakers. I was
like... right. [laughs]... there are no fucking
native speakers! I had to invent my methodology on my own.

AA:

AA:

Afaka script

How do you think current condiVM:
tions of blurring boundaries between cultures and societies influence designers working on projects
in this field ? How do we preserve a
culture that is constantly evolving?
I think that everything congealing is a matter
of multiple cultural influences right? Even if
we're going to get everything together at one
point and everything is going to become one,
that means that everybody has to be part of
that party because right now it's not all of the
culture congealing, its some aspects of the
culture congealing in one corner and we're
paying the most attention to that. I'm really
all for things kind of just like becoming one
big mélange, but it has to be everyone's bit
inside of this mélange. It can't just be most of
Europe, some of Japan and the rest of Russia.
What are your views on approachVM:
ing these projects with communities that may have divided views on
revitalization efforts — an agenda
for preserving the ‘purity’ of past
traditions versus a progressive need
to adapt to change ?
Yeah that's tricky because you have to decide who you want to listen to [laughs] That's
where your own decision comes in in terms
of what do you stand for? In my opinion,
I think you should be preserving cultural
norms for as, as long as they're practical. On
the other hand if we actually were to stick
to the cultural precedent that, for example,
was set with Afaka, we're going to have to
literally wait for this guy to have a new vision—who knows when that's gonna happen,
you know? [laughs] There's some sounds
inside of the script that don't have symbols.
We could however use some of the existing
symbols and European modifying diacritics
to get those sounds. Also it's a Creole, which
has influences of English and Dutch anyway.
It's tricky because it's invading someone's
culture but the reality is that there's my solution or there's no solution.
[laughs] I love that. I'm going to
VM:
project that into the universe in
future. This has been a constant
internal dialogue for me during the
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course of this project.
In lieu of something better there is at least
your solution and if they don't want it fuck
it, it's yours. You are also the person that can
afford to take the most heat for it because
you're not in the community at the end of
the day. The risk inside of it is so minimal
because in the worst case scenario they say
'thanks, we hate it'. And I'm like, all right,
cool, I tried and it was fulfilling for me because I learned a lot about myself and about
the type of work I want to do. I think that
that's an important thing to have in mind
when you're working with these kinds of
projects because there will be people who
inherently don't want change.
Language is such a charged topic.
VM:
I've been thinking alot about that in
relation to my work with the Sora
Sompeng script. While I'm from India, I do often have some hesitation
with certain design decisions since
I don't belong to the community.
That's understandable. I think that if you
have hesitation, that means that you have
people there that are better off in terms of
their knowledge than you are. It then becomes a matter of social navigation and being able to get people to see the value in your
thing. It can be challenging though because
many people will resist change. I think that
for as long as something becomes potentially
globalized, then it's no longer as much your
USP as it used to be. That's an understandable desire for people to have, because imagine you're part of this culture that nobody
knows about, and then some outsider shows
up and with their 15,000 Twitter followers,
exposes it to the world and it's their thing
now. I feel like that's really important to keep
in mind. The reason that I try my best to not
position the project that I was working on
as a solution to this problem was because I
knew that I just wanted to show it as a proposal of something that we could do if we
wanted. It's not like a formalized part of it,
in the sense I came up with that system in
two days.
That's entirely valid. From what I
VM:
understand the entire project with
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Afaka from start to completion
took about a year though?
Oh, close to nine months or so. The hardest
part of that project was the amount of alternates, variations and forms to refine that
there were, because it was a roughly drawn
script. I decided because it's not my thing,
to log all of that. So there's some symbols
that have 10 variants and the idea was—you
guys pick the variant that works best for you.
I think that's very interesting beVM:
cause my experience has been quite
similar with making a typeface for
Sora Sompeng. The handwritten
original script has multiple variations since each person's individual
style of writing the script is different. I noticed significant variations
in form for certain glyphs where
some were drawn with loop structures and some people were not
drawing them at all. Where do we
come in here?
Yea, you have to get all of them in. I think
that the important thing is to make it, show
it, get approval and come back on edits.
I didn't want to show one version of a thing
as the solution to it. If I knew in the back of
my mind that there were four other alternates but this one was easiest to draw or this
one was what I thought was prettiest or this
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one is the one that was the most fitting with
the rest of the system. I shouldn't be making
those calls. If this system has to turn out to
be kind of fucking weird, then that's their
call to make. I am a technician, I'm a craftsman, I'm a person who's making a thing

for them and I need them to be okay with
it when it's done.
We've kind of touched upon this in
VM:
my earlier questions. When it’s not
one’s native culture and language,
there are issues of appropriation
and fetishization that often come
into question. Can you share your
thoughts on a designer’s ‘artistic
license’ ‘authorship’—how did you
approach these issues when working with Afaka?
Yeah, that's a good question for maybe somebody with artistic prowess [laughs] but I
am still not that type of designer. I am very
much about problem solving. What I like is
so often secondary.

That sounds like a quintessential
VM:
brand designer's approach [laughs]
I often find myself doing that as
well so its definitely something I
can relate to.
Yes absolutely! For example I think that a
lot of the forms in Afaka can be 'better'. We
could shift some things around and make
the script fit way better on a page. But that's,
that's not my job and that's not my license.
I can show it to them and say, what do you
think of this as a way to write it? But the
reality is it has its established precedent. It's
of course very different with Latin where
people can flex with how things are done
because it's been literally ingrained with Imperialism over the past 4,000 years. With
Afaka however, I think it should start as close
to its source as possible.
Yea, the Latin script belongs to evVM:
eryone and no one at the same time.
At its very nature of things its become open source for everybody,
non designer as well.
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Exactly. If you draw this shape with an
A but you knock the cross bar out and you
put S and V I'll think maybe that means 'sad'.
I can't do that with Afaka because there isn't
that precedent of cultural understanding for
people to be able to extrapolate what I mean
if I'm riffing on a particular shape. I think
if it's vestigial, emerging and doesn't have
a massive digital or cultural precedent in
terms of a formalized way of using, I think
that it should stick to the source as much as
possible in its early days and sure you can
riff and improve on it later.
Is this a mid century script? The
VM:
letter forms feel similar to african
writing systems I've looked at from
close to 1000 years ago. What was
the period in which it was created?
It's a relatively new script, I would say around
1916, 1917 AD. It's a post-slavery script, which
is the only type of its existence. I showed it
to someone and they were like, 'why don't
you try some contrast?'— Well, there isn't any
contrast in a ball point pen...
VM:
...It's a monoweight
Exactly, and that's why I would use a sans
as a Latin accompaniment and not Bodoni
or Garamond for instance. Because there is
no precedent for contrast—but there can be
later. We can look at drawing the same forms
with new tools.
This January I made a field visit to
VM:
the Sora tribe. Prior to that most
of the research I had access to was
online which had limited accounts
of their culture. I found there was a
significant gap between the online
descriptions of the script, its cultural history often written from a Eurocentric viewpoint, in comparison
to my field research. Did you have
an opportunity to visit the community? What has been your insights
on supporting research materials
you've encountered?
Even if I did, I would've gotten nothing cause
nobody knows the script. There are two installations currently in Suriname: there's the
Afaka script on a Memorial stone on one side
and then one on the other side and that's all

AA:

AA:

there is of Afaka in the real world. There
was also anthropologists named J.W. Gonggryp and C. Dubelaar who did a large amount
of the academic research on Afaka. George
Huttar wrote a lot on the kind of sociological
implications.
It was a similar situation for myVM:
self as well, where most of the research was coming from one part
of the world so it can often feel a
bit skewed in perspective. Where
is he from?
Most of them are European. I also looked
at the New West Indian Guide which was a
Dutch academic journal about the colonies.
Some of the New West Indian Guide essays
are written from the perspective of understanding the politics inside of the tribe,
which I think is really important. Those
types of research really helped because I understood why the script didn't get carried on
inside of the tribe, which I would not have
if I was just looking at shapes.
VM:
Can you elaborate further on that ?
Yeah, sure. The reality is it's like a river. This
community's on a river and some people are
up river, some people are down river. Up river people are better than down river people.
That's the way it goes. That's how it's always
been. While the people who are in charge
of everything all lived upriver, the guy who
created Afaka was down river. Afaka traveled up river and people started hearing
about it because the boatmen would use it
to carry messages to each other. When the
guys upriver heard about Africa they were
outraged that people from down the river
had the fucking audacity to create a writing
system for a language that they had no input
in and no approval of. So they banned it.
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AA:

AA:

AA:

Very interesting. Let's shift topics
VM:
a little. Can you talk a bit about
your process for projects like this
and also in comparison with your
commercial type design work?
With the non Latin aspect of it, I looked at it
in the sense that type comes from writing. So
my idea was that I needed to figure out how
they would have written the script. So I started to draw the shapes, during which I would
find the stroke direction and the stroke order
that was the fastest for each symbol. Whichever one is the fastest way to draw, was the
way that I would consider for modulation of
script of the stroke. For example, curves join
straights was influenced by this directional
thing. And if it was a serif accompaniment
it would have been more drastic...
We could consider designers, for
VM:
instance as being left-handed and
right-handed too in relation to the
way people write scripts. Was that
something that you were thinking
about while working on it?
I just thought if I can draw it, anyone can. It's
also not a very complicated form. It's just a
matter of how . I accompanied it with Source
Sans which is open source, which is great,
but Source Sans has a very, very subtle stroke
modulation. I used Source Sans stroke modulation as a reference for the stroke modulation of Afaka just so that they would match,
but drawing the shapes in advance, kind of
helped me. For example my A is always in
two shapes. It's the top bit, and the bottom
bit, those are two separate shapes that are
being kind of drawn and manipulated.
This has all been really insightful.
VM:
A concluding question for you— do
you have any advice for designers
who are interested in working in
this space but don't know where
to start? I know for myself it was
an organic journey where I've been
learning on the go, at every step.
One way to go about it is to go onto script
source.org and look at like languages specific to country—which I think is great. I also
think that getting into something for the
sake of getting into it is problematic with

AA:

these types of projects because they become
a thing of indulgence. But I think that if you
are wanting to get into it, what you have to
be able to do is abandon your predispositions
of how you want to get it done. I think that is
important to read all types of research, even
the ones that would be conflicting. There's
so much, especially with things that are old
and endangered. Also try not to end up with
a finished thing as much. You're trying to
end up with a conversation because it's really important to have that conversation with
people. I think that working in steps is better
than having a full thing that you show. You
can even start with just a hamburgerfonstiv
equivalent with some basic characters and
say, 'hey, this is the kind of vibe that I'm going
with, what do you think?' That gives people
buy-in when they are able to give you feedback, you are able to respond to people and
they in turn feel involved. Also, I feel like
you have to be good at being social.
Yea these projects are a typical comVM:
mercial design one where the designer often works in isolation. Its
essentially a collaborative process.
Exactly. You have to be good at making people feel good if you're getting into this line
of work because there is social navigation.

AA:

AA:

I think that the relationship is one to foster.
It's more important than the shape of your
forms by far because anybody can draw nice
shapes. To be able to get people on board
with the thing you do— that's a skill. Michael
Everson has been good with that because he
explained the way that this language works
to me in such detail and he hadn't touched it
for years, so he must've been just so just inside of it. I feel like that is the kind of dedication you need. I see a lot of designers picking
up non-Latin things and are just like "here's
my non-Latin typeface"
I think that reiterates our earlier
discussion about the issue of feVM:
tishization and to a certain extent
self-indulgence.
Yeah and for free instagram likes as well. I
think when I submitted the TED talk for Afaka, as soon as they said yes, I was like, Oh
shit, now, I'm going to have to show this to
people. [laughs] I was terrified because what
if somebody from the community I've never
met before sees it. I don't have that kind of
confidence that a lot of designers have.
With the Sora project specifically, the immediate response
VM:
I got from the community was
pretty receptive and positive.
That's fantastic!
That being said, I still haven't found
VM:
myself able to even post any work
that I did with the script because I
feel like, well they don't have access
to it and I'm talking on their behalf.

AA:

AA:

AA:

I think that that's a really understandable,
noble way to approach that because you
are sacrificing some of your marketability
but it's for the best. I don't think there's any
slides of Afaka on my Instagram account.
The reason for that was mainly because I
didn't want to be the guy who came out and
said, Hey, I made this solution for this writing system for these people that don't know
who the fuck I am..
Yeah—as an aside, those forms are
incredible!
VM:
Yea it’s such a wild script because there's
no logic.
I do recommend you have a look
at the Sora Sompeng script as well
VM:
because its story is quite similar to
Afaka. Formally as well there's no
specifically identifiable logic to the
glyph shapes, but their peculiarities
are what make them so interesting.
The glyph for the sound ‘pi’ in Aukan written in Afaka is a drawing of a man standing,
peeing. That's how rudimentary the origins
of the script are. [laughs]
[laughs] That's really cool. Well,
VM:
thank you so much for your time.
It's been such a pleasure talking
with you!
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I say sweet talk and I really do mean it. Because it's people will likely be suspicious of
you if you're coming from a Western space
with money and an iPhone and all that shit.
They're going to be like we know what happened the last time somebody showed up
here with an iPhone. We were exploited
and we don't want to be exploited again, so
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https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=4Xzexle3FV4
The Afaka script was a syllabary created around 1910
for writing the Nenge (also
called Ndjuka, or Eastern
Maroon Creole) language,
an English creole spoken
by about 23,000 people in
Suriname and French Guyana.
It is the only known indigenous script for a creole
language. The script was
named after its inventor,
a Nenge man called Afáka
Atumisi.Script Source: Afaka.
All images are sourced from
Agyei’s personal website:
https://agyei.design/.
AA: Agyei Archer
VM: Vaishnavi Mahendran
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Fiona Ross
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Fiona Ross specializes in non-Latin type design
and typography, having a background in languages with a PhD in Indian Palaeography (SOAS).
She works as a consultant, type designer, author,
and lecturer; her recent design work has been in
collaboration with Tim Holloway, John Hudson
and Neelakash Kshetrimayum for clients such
as Ananda Bazar Patrika, Adobe, Microsoft,
Monotype and with Harvard University Press
for the Murty Classical Library of India project.
Fiona is a part-time member of staff of the
Department of Typography and Graphic Communication at the University of Reading (UK),
where she is Professor in Type Design and
Curator of the Department’s Non-Latin Type
Collection. In 2014 Fiona received the SoTA
Typography Award and in 2018 the TDC Medal.
She is currently running a Leverhulme-funded
research project ‘Women in type’ at the University of Reading.1
I had the pleasure of being introduced to
Fiona by one of my thesis advisors, Kelsey Elder.
This spring, despite the upheavel of a global
quarantine being enforced due to COVID-19,
I was fortunate to interview her via email where
she shares the origins of her prolific practice,
her research process and insights on designing
for South Asian scripts.
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FR:

Hi Fiona, thank you so much for doVM:
ing this—how have you been doing
in quarantine?
In theory, I spend three days a week for academic work (two of which I travel to the
University of Reading) and the rest of the
time for design projects at home in our Cotswold stone cottage originally built in 1730 in
a Gloucestershire hamlet. The latter means
that self-isolating is not an issue for me but
I have been particularly occupied with academic work for at least 6 days a week since
the quarantine, with online meetings, with
providing online support to students (PhD,
MA and a few BAs) through feedback on
written or practical work, or on how to manage research topics whilst so many resources
are inaccessible. I am also busy marking and
assessing work and I attempting to complete
writing a research paper; not having access
to archives such as those held at the British
Library is somewhat frustrating.

FR:

Ⅰ

FR:

I’d love to learn more about the orVM:
igins of your practice. What drew
you towards the Bengali script in
particular?
I first became interested in Sanskrit literature at the age of 16 when staying with a
family in Vienna to improve my German language skills; a young woman there was undertaking a PhD in Sanskrit. During my BA
degree studies in German, I spent a year in
Tübingen University (where Hermann Hesse
had studied Sanskrit) where I undertook a
certificate in Sanskrit before completing my
degree and then doing a postgraduate Diploma in Sanskrit with Pali at the School of
Oriental & African Studies (SOAS, London
University). I then started working at Linotype and one of the first projects was in
adapting the Bengali type for digital typesetting. This led me to my future PhD supervi-

FR:

FR:

sor at SOAS, Dr Tarapada Mukherjee, and my
long acquaintance with the renowned Kolkata publishing group Ananda Bazar Patrika,
for whom I am doing some work even today.
Your work elevating Indian scripts
on a global platform has been inVM:
spiring. Since languages like Bengali, Hindi and Tamil are some of
the most widely spoken languages
globally, I’m curious about your
thoughts on the value of preserving
endangered writing systems from
minority communities..
I am deeply concerned about the continuing
loss of endangered languages and writing
systems. My work tends not to deal with
minority scripts but the approach I bring to
my work and advocate for students is equally
valid for all scripts; and I am very pleased to
see former students and others engage with
endangered writing systems. As I indicated
in my last talk in NYC, I wholeheartedly support UNESCO’s efforts in this area.
What are your views on designers
working on projects with commuVM:
nities that may have divided views
on revitalization efforts — an agenda for preserving the ‘purity’ of past
traditions versus a progressive need
to adapt to change?
I do not believe in the ‘purity’ of past traditions for typography (we are not talking
about sacred-script calligraphy here). I think
it is important to acknowledge the past, to
understand how letter-shapes acquired their
forms, and then one can make informed decisions to design type to answer the needs
of the present and for the future.
When it isn’t one’s own culture or
language, issues of appropriation,
VM:
fetishization often come into question. Can you share your thoughts
on designers’ artistic license when
working on such projects?
Although it may not appear so, I come from
a mixed cultural background (none of my
family were English and I never design Latin type); and I can appreciate some of what
you describe. It is important to be culturally and regionally sensitive. However, I have
observed that it is often the ‘native speakers’

FR:

who ‘Westernise’ or ‘Latinise’ type designs
assuming it to be a modern approach. To
be honest, it shouldn’t really matter where
someone comes from; does the typeface fulfil the brief? does it do a good job? If not,
then it shouldn’t be used. Incidentally, Akira
Kobayashi couldn’t speak English or German,
but only Japanese, when he won the Linotype GmBH competition and became the
Type Director at Linotype for his excellent
Latin designs.
Our global climate today is seeing
an increase in polarising ideologies,
VM:
borders closing, fundamentalist nationalism is on the rise. I see this
has escalated rapidly over just the
past five years in my own country.
How do you see this impacting
our work as designers particularly
working in the space of expanding
cultural diversity?
It is a sorry situation given that I have found
that transnational collaborative projects,
which involve the pooling of skills from a
diverse range of peoples and cultures, greatly benefit typographic outcomes. One can
only hope that good work shines out and the
background of the designers shouldn’t have
an impact.
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Ⅲ

FR:

Ⅱ

FR:

What are your views on non speakers of a language designing for it.
VM:
How does it impact the perception
and attitude about the language?
My background is different from most designers as my education is in languages not
graphic design; for about 3 years I was reading more in Devanagari than in the Latin
script. I think the answer is for designers of
whatever origin to follow a research-based
design methodology. I can think of a good
number of instances where the work of a designer has shown excellence in the design of
a script that is ‘familiar’ to them but which is
not their native script, e.g. Tim Holloway to
name just one designer. Conversely, it is just
as easy for a native speaker to produce a poor
design or not be typographically aware; so
much depends on the application and skills
of the designer to the work in hand.
What would you recommend as a
few critical factors for designers to
VM:
consider when working on a script
that is not native to them?
Undertake research! Consider character sets
to cover the required languages; consider
proportions and therefore relative dimensions; customary stroke sequence and stroke
modulation; fitting (spacing and kerning and
mark positions); regional preferences and typographic conventions; and the possibilities
afforded by the available software. Always
consider the brief (what is its primary use
and its intended readership?) and undertake
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research (which includes discussions with
informed typographers and other users).
In this field the learning never stops!
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FR:

FR:

FR:

What is your process while working
VM:
on a non-Latin script?
I always work collaboratively. At the start of
each project I select about 7 key characters
that we will begin working on to establish
the style and dimensions of the typeface.
These will include ones that possess the
chief characteristics of the script: those most
frequently used, the tallest, the deepest, and
the most complex. My principal focus of my
design projects are South Asian scripts and
for auspicious reasons, and on account of its
frequency, I always start with Ka; resolving
Ka can be the key to the entire typeface!
Can you share a book, film, music
or art piece that inspires you lately?
VM:
I recently enjoyed reading The Muse by Jessie
Burton. Also, my husband and I are missing
seeing our sons in person during lock-down,
and although intended as a romantic song,
Roberta Flack singing ‘First Time Ever I saw
Your Face’ beautifully captures the feelings
of the first time ever I saw the face of each
of them when they were born over two decades ago!
Could you share some advice for
designers interested in working in
VM:
this field?
As I have often said: sound research underpins best practice. I would also say that it
is crucial to enjoy the entire design process
– passion for the subject, which engenders
care and dedication so that there is meticulous attention to detail and yet a vibrancy
in the typeforms, will be reflected in your
resulting designs!
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Leverhulme-funded research
project ‘Women in type’ at
the University of Reading:
https://research.reading.
ac.uk/women-in-type/
Introductory bio copy provided by FR.
FR: Fiona Ross
VM: Vaishnavi Mahendran
Profile image source https://
www.typecon.com/speakers/
fiona-ross
All images are sourced from
FR’s interview with AIGA
Eye on Design, August 2016,
unless specified otherwise.
https://eyeondesign.aiga.org/
how-to-design-typefaces-ina-language-you-cant-speak/.
ABP Bengali Extra Bold, by
Neelakash Kshetrimayum and
Fiona Ross
First Edition of Ebala newspaper, August, 2012. Used
with Sarkar headlines and
OpenType version of LinoType
Bengali as body text.
Annotated sketch for Sarkar
typeface.
Type specimen for Adobe
Devanagari designed by Tim
Holloway and FR.
Nomenclature for ABP Bengali
Extra Bold (based on an
original in FR, The Printed
Bengali Character and its
Evolution, 1999).
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unlearn,
reimagine
I’ve always been fascinated by dualities. Growing up in India, I constantly experienced cultural dualities around me. Coming from a family of
doctors, rationality, math and science were the
foundations on which I was raised. Sunday lunches with my large and noisy family however, involved hilariously heated debates contemplating
the links between science and spirituality, religion
and rationality or the benefits of order versus anarchy in Indian politics.
While these pairs may be considered as mutually exclusive, I am interested in questioning these
conventional tropes of tradition versus modernity,
primitive versus contemporary and so on. How
can we consider these dualities as notions of being
complementary, interconnected and possibly as a
continuous spectrum.
A couple of years ago I came across this word
Ikigai in an article1, which loosely translates to

‘reason for being’. It is a Japanese philosophical
diagram that consists of four connecting circles to measure the source of ‘value’ in your life.
Balance can be found through the intersection
of these constructs: what you’re good at, what
you love, what the world needs and what you
can make a living from—something that I’ve
certainly struggled with. The article explained
that through the perspective of Ikigai “nothing
is siloed, everything is connected”, our passion,
purpose, jobs and medium of expression.
In 2012, after graduating from Parsons,
I co-founded my practice BLŌK, a Mumbai-based
studio that worked on branding projects for corporates. At that time in India, graphic design
was a nascent but quickly growing practice. The
journey of running a start-up studio in a developing economy was intense, rewarding and frustrating all at once. Five years in however, I felt
burnt out and at crossroads, asking myself—do I
want to practice graphic design at all? Especially
in this framework?
Shortly before I joined RISD, a seemingly
mundane hike further emphasised reconsidering
of my practice. I had visited a 1000 year old tem-
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ple 2 located in the outskirts of Chennai, India.
The experience raised certain recurring questions about my cultural identity, the currently
evolving cultural disposition of thinking in
urban India and the potential contribution us
as designers could offer as designer.
The temple was located on top of a hill,
which was about a two hour hike. On the way
up, a series of wonderfully mysterious, abandoned, architectural structures caught my at-

June 7 2018, Vellore, India

tention. What was their purpose? Why were
they abandoned? More so, how could structures so beautiful be abandoned? Who made
them? What led to each of their highly detailed
water systems? Flooded with these thoughts

I inquired with locals from the village. My
questions were met with casual indifference.
I was told that there were many sites like
these around the village, if I was interested
I could wander around — little information
followed. This made me reflect on the apathy
arising from the economic and social conditions in India as well as the value attached to
preserving these heritage sites from natural
hazards, aging, archiving these gems that represented an architectural and cultural legacy.
I was curious about new paradigms that could
be explored in cultural and heritage conservation efforts, in the context of graphic design.
My time at a RISD has been a pursuit of new
discoveries of related themes and territories—
challenging one’s definition of culture(s), looking back at one’s past heritage and looking forward to one’s constantly evolving identity in
the context of time, location, our experiences
and memory, and how these factors inform
one’s practice.
Looking forward, I see my praxis as a larger pursuit for harmony in the many dualities
of being a designer, finding the Ikigai, so to
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speak — in reflection and imagination, in synthesis and analysis, and in the practical and
the spiritual.

passion

skill

value

yield

First day in Providence, August 30th 2018
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Chris Myers, “How To Find
Your Ikigai And Transform
Your Outlook On Life And
Business,” Forbes, February 23,
2018, https://www.forbes.com/
sites/chrismyers/2018/02/23/
how-to-find-your-ikigai-andtransform-your-outlook-on-lifeand-business/#7816fe512ed4.
Sholinghur temple, in Tamil
Nadu, India.
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